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Design and Performance of a Highly Integrated Parallel Access Spectrophotometer,
by Barry G. Willis ltsinnovativedesignmade possibleby technologicaladvances,thisnew
kind of spectrophotometercan do things others can't.
A Task-Oriented Approach to Spectrophotometry, by Arthur Schleiferand Barry G. Willis
The user speclfies the measurementand the data reduction and display parameters,and
gels answers in the desired format.
An Optical System for Full-spectrum Measurements, by George W. Hopkinsand Alfred
Schwartz Unusual featuresare a folded configuration,ellipticalmirrors, and holographic
diffractiongratrngs.
Light Detection and Measurement in a High-Performance Spectrophotometer, by Knud
L. Knudsenand RobertW. Widmayer Proprietarydetectorsand a low-noise,high-resolution
readoutsysfemmeasurelight at 401 wavelengthsin one second.
Servo-Gontrolled Beam Director Provides Major Benefits, by Mark P. Morganthalerand
Lynn Weber /f so/vesmanymanufacturingproblemsand providesmanyuser conveniences.
A Microcomputer System for Spectrophotometric Data Processing, by Glenn C. Sterner
Itturnslargeamountsof
dataintousefulinformationandmakestheS4SAAafriendlymachine.
How the 8450A Was Developed,by Richard E. Monnier Here are the people and the technological mtlestonesthat produced this new spectrophotometer.

In this Issue:
philosophyof productdevelopment,particularlyin enteringa new field
Hewlett-Packard's
,,raffi,
,:'1"' of interest,requiresthat a new productmake a real contributionto its field. lt mustfill a need
ratherthan simply offer anotherbrand of somethingalreadyavailable.
As the company'scommunication
fromthe laboratories
channelfor "technicalinformation
of Hewlett-Packard,"
we get to reporton most of these contributions.As a result,we're used
s
to seeinginnovations-infact,we expectthem.
Oncein a while,however,a productcomesalongthatis so differentand so innovative
lhat
**u
, it deservesto be calledrevolutionary.
Usuallyit's the resultof a creativeinspiration
transformedby engineeringtalentinto a usefulproductthat does a particularjob betterby far than
,&
anythingthat's come before it.
The 84504 Spectrophotometer
is this kind of product.Quite simply,it does things that other spectrophotometers can't. lt makes it practicalto do measurementsand analysesthat were seldom or never done before
becausethe effortwas too great.And it does the ordinarythingsthat spectrophotometers
do, but it does them
fasler and more accurately.
Just what do spectrophotometers
do? By measuringthe light absorbedby a sampleconsistingof a known
compounddissolvedin a solvent,theycanfindthe concentratlon
of thatcompoundin thesample.By measuring
how muchlightof differentwavelengths
an unknownsampleabsorbs,theycan gaininformation
aboutwhat'sin
the sample.(The hand in the cover photo is holdinga typicalsample cell containinga red dye.) Spectrophotometers
are widelyused in biochemistry
and in organic,inorganic,and analyticalchemistry.
The creativeidea that led to the 84504 Spectrophotometer
was simultaneousdetectionof all wavelengths
matchedwitha powerfulprocessing
capability.
Whiletraditional
instruments
startout by filteringthe lightso that
measurements
are made one wavelengthat a time,the 84504 sendsall wavelengthsthroughthe sampleat
once,then separatesthem afterwardsand measuresthem all simultaneously.
Naturallythis makesthingsgo
much faster.But to turn that creativeidea into a viableproduct,severalkey technicaldifficulties
had to be
overcome.
Most of the articlesin this issuedeal with what was done to solvethoseproblems.Then on page 31, Dick
Monnierattemptsto relatewhatthe otherarticlescan't-the ups and downs,the technological
milestones,
and
especialfythe peopleof a projectlikethis.
-R.p. Dotan
Editor,RichardP. Dolan . ContributingEditor,Howard L. Robertsr Art Oirector,Photographer,Arvid A. Danielson
lllustrator,NancyS. Vanderbloomo Administrative
Services,Typography,Anne S. LoPrestio EuropeanProductionManager,Dick Leeksma
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Designand Performanceof a Highly
lntegratedParallelAccess
Spectrophotometer
This innovative ultravioletlvisib Ie sp ectroph otometerso/ves
many chemicalanalysisproblemsthat were impossiblefor
older photometric technology.
by BarryG.Willis
LTRAVIOLET/VISIBLESPECTROPHOTOMETRY ness and high interaction probability of the electronic structure of the molecules that gives the technique its great
is a chemicalanalysistechniqueused for nondesadvantage in quantitation of chemical species. In other
tructive analysisof a wide range of moleculesand
compounds. Examples extend from simple inorganic
metals and nonmetals, such as those found in dopant or
plating processes, to complex organic and biochemical
species. Samples are analyzed rapidly, reproducibly, and
accurately. The technique can be used to determine both
the type of a compound and its concentration, often to
very low detection limits. Depending on the electronic
structure of the compound, the limit of detectability can
be in the range of 1x10-8 mole/liter or better (approximately one part in 10e, depending on molecular weight).
More important, analysis of everyday concentration levels
can be done with precision and high productivity.
For species of biochemical interest, UV/Vis is often the
method of choice. Compounds with very large molecular
weight can be analyzed with extreme specificity in the
complex mixtures found in biological fluids. For example,
enzymatic reactions, in which the compound of interest is a
catalyst for other materials, are important for diagnosis of a
variety of life-threatening disease states. As a result, enzymes are analyzed over a million times each day for clinical purposes. In physical measurement situations, UV/Vis is
used to monitor the thickness and uniformity of coatings,
color perception, reflectivity, particle density and size distribution, and surface interactions of materials.
UV/Vis spectrophotometry analyzes the absorption of
light by a sample, typically in the wavelength range from
200 nanometers (nm) to 800 nm. The maior features are the
wavelength of the absorption, which gives molecular information, and the degree of absorption, which gives concentration information.
UViVis has wide applicability because it is sensitive to
the basic electronic transitions of the molecules involved.
However, since the electronic molecular orbital transitions
in solution are broadened by vibrational, rotational, and
translational interactions, absorption bands in this region
of the electromagnetic spectrum tend to be relatively large
compared to most qualitative analysis techniques. Traditionally, this broadness has Iimited qualitative analysis by
UV/Vis to identification of specific functional groups or
chromophores (the portion of a molecule that has a strong
electronic transitionl. Converselv, it has been this broad-

words, UV/Vis isn't the best way to find out what's in an
unknown mixture, but if you know what's there, UV/Vis
will tell you very accurately how much.
The traditional approach to the measurement, illustrated
in Fig. 1, consists of a wideband source, a monochromator
to select the wavelength of interest, a dual-beam ratio system, and the detector. Typically, if qualitative information
is needed, the monochromator is scanned over the region of
interest and the measured data is output to a recorder. For
quantitative purposes, the monochromator would typically
be held at a single wavelength (that of maximum sensitivity
and independence from interference) and the response
would be compared to a previously standardized result.
As chemical needs have grown more complex and demanding, the technological capability of UV/Vis has not
kept pace. An example of this is baseline flatness, which is
the degree of deviation from an average value as a function
of wavelength. In a traditional system baseline flatness depends on the quality of match between the optical components in the sample and reference paths. This also requires
that the optical cells that contain the sample be matched.
Matched cells can be obtained, but it is difficult to maintain
them in a state of equal cleanness. In some spectrophotometers it is possible to scan the system and normalize
a limited mismatch over fixed intervals. This takes a sig-

Source

Fig. 1. /n a traditionalspectrophotometer
, a monochromatol
se/ectsone wavelengthof light at a time to pass throughthe
sample to the detector.
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Fig. 2. Model 84504 UVlVisible
Spectrophotometer
ts destgnedto
overcomemany of the ltmitations
of traditionalspectrophotometers
and provide chemicalinformation
that formerlyhad to be ignored.A
high degree of integration between its processor, optics, and
keyboard helps maximize its
speed, accuracy, sensitivity,and
productivity.
nificant amount of time, however, and if any spectral shifts
occur between normalization and the measurement, the
resultant baseline drift makes accurate absorbance measurements near the baseline very difficult and tirneconsuming. A practical result is that system normalization
over more than a single wavelength is not feasible. Hence
baseline flatness limits precision near the detection limit.
The wavelength dispersing mechanism in a traditional
monochromator is a series of mechanical linkages that rotate a grating (the most common device for separating light
into its component wavelengths) to the necessary angle.
Irreproducibility in the linkage means uncertainty in the
actual wavelength selected. One consequence is errors in
the measurement of absorption data that changes with
wavelength. This means that for precision measurements
all quantitation must be done in low-slope regions (peaks
and valleys) of the absorption curve.
These are examples of a couple of photometric measurement limitations that are imposed by the instrumentation
available. Others include structurally irnposed problems,
limitations on sample exposure becauseof detector configuration, fluorescence sensitivity and concomitant error in
absorbance at the wavelength of interest, resolution variability causing uncertainty in absolute absorbance,and stability problems imposed by a variety of structural limitations and variable detector gain (the most common detector
has a certain amount of hysteresis).
These limitations have long been imbedded in the
t e c h n o l o g y a v a i l a b l e .A s a r e s u l t , p r o c e d u r a l a d j u s t m e n t s
and chemical modificationshave beenadopted to avoid or
overcome them. One of the most serious procedural
c h a n g e sh a s b e e n t h a t , i n t o d a y ' s d e m a n d i n g c h e m i c a l e n vironment, where more and more complex mixtures need
analysis to lower and lower limits, photometric measure4 Hrwren
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ments have not been able to solve the problems uniquely.
T h i s h a s c a u s e da s h i f t t o m o r e t i m e - c o n s u m i n g , l e s s p r e c i s e , a n d c h e m i c a l l y d e s t r u c t i v e t e c h n i q u e s .T h e c o n v e n tional wisdom is that UV/Vis does not have the necessary
s e n s i t i v i t yo r a b i l i t y t o h a n d l e e v e n r e l a t i v e l ys i m p l e c h e m ical rnixture problems.
New UV/Vis Spectrophotometer
I n d e s i g n i n g t h e H P 8 4 5 0 A S p e c t r o p h o t o m e t e rF
, i g . 2 ,w e
decided to address ourselves directly to bringing high performance and technical excellence to the measuremenr

Absorbance Units
Model8450ASpectrophotometer
computesthe absorbanceof a
sampleaccordingto the equation

A-

tos,o**-s
FI_L'

whereS and R are measurements
of the lightreachingthe detector
via the sampleand referencepaths,respectively,
and D and B are
corrections
for dark currentand the degreeof balancebetweenthe
two paths.Absorbanceis measuredin absorbanceunits,or A.U.
(Theabbreviation
Abs tor absorbanceunitsis sometimesused,and
sometimes"absorbanceunits" is abbreviatedto "absorbance"e.g. 3 absorbanceor 3 Abs for 3 A.U )
Beer'sLaw statesthatthe absorbanceA of a substanceis related
to its concentrationC bv:
A-abO
(or simplythe absorptivity)
wherea is the molarabsorptivity
of the
substanceand b is the samplepath length.

Spectrograph

Analvsis for Metals
by GeraldE. James

Source
o

Confocal Elliptical Optics

Fig. 3. /n the 8450A,traditionalopticsare reversed.Thelight
passing through the sample is wideband instead of a single
wavelength.Thedetectoris a spectrographthat measuresall
wavelengthssimultaneouslyinstead of one at a time.

Quantitationof metals in solutionscontainingseveralmetals is of
interestin a varietyoJindustriesincludingmetalplating,semiconductors,mining,steel,and others.In the past it has beennecessaryeither
to separatethe metalsbelore spectrophotometricanalysisor to use
chemical proceduresto generatea chromophorespecificfor each
metalof interestin turn.The 84504 offersthe potentialof eliminating
manipulation
by meansof the mulmuch of this premeasurement
ticomponentanalysisroutine.
For example,many metalsexhibitspectra in the ultravioletregion
when in stronghydrochloricacid, but the usefulnessof this has been
limitedbecauseof the mutualinterlerenceof the spectrawhen several metalsare presentsimultaneouslv.

process. Taking ddvantage of the capabilities inherent in
the design, we have expanded the ra4rgeof applicability of
spectrophotometry to include chemical information that
had to be ignored in more traditional approaches.
The design process focused on maximizing speed, accuracy, and sensitivity to provide a highly productive instrument. The 84504 represents an extraordinary match between the capabilities of processor, optics, and keyboard
control system. For the first time, a photometric measurement system is fast enough to allow direct interaction between the user and the chemical or physical measurement
task being performed. That is, interactive adjustments can
now be made on the basis of immediately obtainable chemical information. Also, chemical measurements can be made
that were previously impossible or impractical because of
the precision required or the time involved.
Fig. 1. Spectraof gold,lead, and silverin stronghydrochloric
Reversed Optics
The basic concept is to turn the measurement arrangement around, as shown in Fig. 3. Now the sequence is
reversed compared to the more traditional design approach
shown in Fig. 1. The source is now focused on the sample
instead of the monochomator. After passing through the
sample, the remaining light enters a spectrograph, rather
than a monochromator. This allows access to all the
wavelength information simultaneously, rather than serially as with a monochromatic system. Now, instead of having to acquire data at a rate of one time constant per resolution element, we can acquire the same information on all
resolution elements simultaneously. This means that we
have a fundamental speed advantage related to the number
of resolution elements involved. In this case,it is a factor of
four hundred. Being four hundred times as fast as a traditional system is not the whole name of the game, however.
Even more important is that we now have direct, rapid
electronic access to wavelength information. AIso, since
there are no moving parts in the spectrograph, the uncertainty caused by wavelength irreproducibility is avoided.
Now valid quantitative chemical information can be retrieved from the sides of absorption peaks as well as the
tops. This additional information makes chemical species
more unique and makes identification more of a possibility
for UViVis.
Baseline stability in a reversed optical system can be a

add.

Fig.1 showsthespectraof gold,lead,and silverin 6M HCIat about
of the samespectra
10 ppm each.Fig.2 showsthe firstderivatives
and the results for analysisof two different mixturesof the three
metals.The derivativespectrawere used to take advantageof their
of spectraldetailand immunityto changesin baseline
amplification
of 1-15
signallevel.The resultsare excellentand the concentrations
ppm are well withinthe sensitivitylimitslor the 84504.
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serious problem. Since the sample cell is ahead of the spectrograph entrance slit, any optical variations induced by the
sample cell look like absorption of light. The slit is so
micrometres (pm) wide. If the desired photometric accuracy is one part in ten thousand, movement of any image
shadows must be kept to less than 0.5 prm at the slit. For
practical purposes, this means that even ifthe entire optical
system is fixed, including the necessary flow cell, thermal
variations in the structure would add sufficient expansion
and contraction to limit the accuracy of the results. A standard replaceable cell cannot be used, since the cell cannot
be replaced with sufficient accuracy. This places a tight
restraint on the utility of such a system.
Clearly, to take care of the optical variability of cell replacement, an adaptive optical system is required. The new
8450A Spectrophotometer has just such a system. The beam
director system (see article, page 24) senses the position of
the beam after it goes through the sample cell and compensates the image position with a reproducibility better than
three seconds of arc. That is better than the angle subtended
by a lateral displacement of less than 1.5 cm in a kilometer
(less than an inch in a mile). With an active optical element
in the system, high-quality measurements can be made
even in the presence of variations of the index of refraction
as air currents pass through the sample area.
Since the source intensity is variable in both wavelength
and time, some technique must be used to normalize the
source output. Traditionally, this is accomplished by a
dual-beam approach, with the light passed alternately
through a reference cell and the sample cell. These repeated
readings of source intensity, concurrently with any variations induced by reference solution instability, help to
normalize the intensity read at the sample cell. This dualbeam approach improves spectral stability to the limits
imposed by detector nonlinearity and amplifier offset. Even
so, restrictions in the optical arrangement usually used by
designers constrain the system to a single reference and a
single sample cell position. The S450A beam director system is radially symmetric and can accommodate as many
beam positions as space allows, which turns out to be one
reference position and four sample cell positions.
Elliptical Optics
This brings us to the basic optical design. The sensitivity
of photometric measurements is usually limited by the
statistics of beam balance uncertainty fthe uncertainty of
the match between the sample and reference paths), and if
not by that, then by the shot noise ofthe photon flux available. The new HP system has excellent beam balance
charcteristics, so the actual low-level absorbance limit is
tied to the amount of light that can be pushed through the
optical system. Traditional spherical optical design would
have left us with a system not much better than existing
ones, so a radical departure was made. Elliptical optics have
better light-gathering characteristicsbut have been difficult
to make because of the difficulty of grinding a surface that
lacks spherical symmetry. Using numerically controlled
machining techniques guided accurately by an HP laser
interferometer, an elliptical bowl was ground in pyrex. This
became the master surface from which the first 8450A's
mirrors were made. Current 8450A mirrors are made using a
master surface that was ground using more conventional
6 lEwlerr,pncxABD
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techniques. However, this first master proved the feasibility
of grinding the elliptical surface.
The folded optical system is described in the article on
page 1,7and illustrated in Fig. 1 on page 17. As many as five
beams can be accommodated. The lamphouse, spectrograph, and beam director assemblies are close to one another
and mounted on the same plane. This means that the system
is more independent of thermal effects than those traditionally designed on an optical rail concept and physically
spread out. Since these components are on the same plane,
construction and adjustment of the system during manufacture is also simplified.

Chemical Identification
by GeraldE. James
It is frequentlyoJinterestto identifya componentwhen it could be
any one of several having very similar absorptton spectra. The
capabilitiesof the 8450A were demonstratedby using it to identify
which of four barbiturateswere containedin some test solutions.In
practice,a barbituratespectrumis measuredas the differencebetweentwo spectrameasuredat pH>13 and pH:10.3. Thisis doneto
cancel the absorbanceof componentsthat do not exhibita spectral
shift with pH, which would otheruise interJere.Fig. 1 shows the
differencespectra for four importantbarbiturates.The spectra are
extremelysimilar,differingby 2 nm or less in their absorbancemaxima and minima.However,if greatcare is taken in makingdilutionsof
the standardsand samplesand in not introducingnoninstrumental
measurementerrors,it is possibleto ascertainwhich of the barbiturates is present in an unknownand to compute its concentration.
Severalalternativesare availablefor identification,
such as the 8450A
multicomponentanalysisroutineor divisionof the spectrumof the
unknown by that of each standard. The relative-fiterror statistic
obtainedfrom the multicomponentanalysisis an excellentindicator
of spectral match. lf the spectra are of the same compound the
divisionof one spectrumby anothershouldproducea quotientthat is
a straightline when plottedversuswavelength.Such spectralcomparisons are made possible by virtue of the excellentwavelength
reproducibilityof the 8450A.

I

fEmd

Fig.'1. Barbituratespectra are measuredas differencesbetweentwo spectrameasuredat pH>13 and pH : 10.3.These
four barbiturateshave verysrmilarspectra,yet the 84504 can
distinouish them.

The spectrograph uses a pair of integrated photodiode
arrays designed and built by HP Laboratories. These are
special high-stability, low-noise, high-accuracy arrays with
211 detectors on each chip.
Since the system moves the beam director and gets it
settled accurately three times a second, reads the leakage
current on each diode, levels the gain on each to maximize
measurement range and precision, reads the reference and
sample beams twice and calculates all necessary corrections, a large amount of mathematical manipulation is
necessary.This is handled by the MCb silicon-on-sapphire
microcontroller chip produced by HP. It can handle highspeed calculations and the large amount of I/O communications required to control an instrument such as this. The
SOS technology carries with it added reliability, which is
important for instrumentation in the chemical field.
Control and Communications
Fig. 4 shows a block diagram of the overall control and
communications system. A spectrophotometer with the
8450A's capability and high level of performance integration would simply not work without the microprocessor as
an integral part of the design. All modern chemical instrumentation includes microprocessor control of some
sort, but the difference here is one of integration and taking
advantage of internal control characteristics of the processor rather than simply adding a processor to existing
technology. The interactive control program occupies
57 ,344 bytes of read-only memory (ROM). It was especially
designed to make control of the instrument highly useroriented instead of instrument-oriented, and to preserve a
highly interactive approach.
Keeping track of the volume of data generated during the
optical measurement process can be formldable. In the
8450A, however, the system is as transparent as possible so
the user need not even be aware of the processing involved.
Besides the ROM control memory, the processor makes use
of gzK bytes of random-access read-write memory (RAM).
This is expandable to 64K bytes. To supplement the high-

Pharmaceutical F ormulations
Analysis
by GeraldE. James
In the pharmaceuticalindustry government regulattonsrequire
qualitycontroltestingforthe activeingredientsin the products.These
ingredients absorb ultravioletand occasionally visible radiation.
However, because of mutual interferenceby components, multiingredientformulationshaverequiredseparationof componentsbefore spectrophotometricanalysis,or chemical treatmentto permit
sequentialmeasurementfor each component.The multicomponent
analysis capability of the 84504 is ideally suited to lormulations
testingin thatno separationor chemicaltreatmentto eliminatemutual
interferenceis necessary.One simplyusesas standardsthe spectra
measuredfor known concentrationsof the individualcomponents
and then measuresthe spectrumof the product.The same solventis
used to dissolvethe standardsand the product.The measurements
require one second each and the computationsusuallyfive to ten
seconds. The 84504 computes the proportionsof the standard
spectra that when added together best match the spectrum measuredfor the mixture.An exampleof this is the analysisof a headache
tablet for its active ingredients acetominophen,caffeine, salicylamideand aspirin(salicylicacid).Fig. 1 showsthe spectrafor the
and
individualcomponents,the spectrumfor the tabletformulation
the orintoutof results.
analysiscomputationcan be done reSincethe multicomponent
petitivelyat specifiedtime intervalsthe 8450Aoffersgreat potential
tabletdissolutionrates.
for routinetestingof multi-ingredient
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Fig. 1. Resu/tsof an 84504 multicomponentanalysisof a
headache tablet. The analysiswas done withoutseparating
the componentsllrst. Ihe standard deviationsof the measured concentrationsindicatethe degree of uncertaintytn the
measurements.

Fig.4. Model 8450A Spectrophotometeris controlledby a
microprocessor. The control program, which occupies 56K
bytes of read-onlymemory, is highly interactiveand useronenteo.

speed computation capabilities of the MCb processor, we
have added a hardware multiplier to the system. The processor can send it a pair of numbers to be multiplied, do
some interim calculations in parallel if necessary, and be
ready for the result from the multiplier when it is completed. The system does over 200,000 distinct operations to
output the absorbance data.
The optical system is under direct feedback control of the
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Liquid Chromatographic
Determination of Steroids
by BarryG. Willis
The compoundsshown in Fig. 1 are very similarspectrally.One
can see that cortisone and dexamethasonehave very nearly the
samepeakpositions,
differingonlyby the shoulderin the 260 to 270
nm regronin dexamethasone.Corticosteroneis shiftedonly 4 nm to
the longer wavelengths,but has a peak shape very similarto cortisone's, By the traditionalapproach to spectrophotometry,these
threecompoundscouldnot be analyzedin a mixtureand wouldhave
to be separatedsomehow before analvsis.

1.0
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Fig. 1. Pseudo-tsometric
presentationof the liquid chromatographic separation of the three sferlods, cortisone, dexamethasone,and corttcosterone,all at 300 nglpJ. The HP
1084A Liquid Chromatographsystem was used with the
8450A Spectrophotometeras a detector. The HP 98254
Desktop Computel controlled the plotter to produce
this plot.
High-pressure
liquidchromatographic
separationis currentlythe
methodof choicefor thismixture,bothfor the simplicityof the procedureand thesensitivity
of thetechnique.
Sincethecompoundsareso
similarchemically,bulkseparationand analysisis bothtediousand
Inaccuratebecauseof varrablerecoverylevels.A single-wavelength
detector could be used, such as those using the mercury 254-nm
emissionlinesource.Sincethe compoundsall absorband thereis a
good signalfromthatsource,reasonable
sensrtivity
can be attained.
Witha variable-wavelength
detector,suchas thatavarlable
on the Hp
1084ALiquidChromatograph,
greatersensitivity
can be attainedby
movingcloserto the peak maximain the regionabout234 to 238 nm.
By using the HP 84504 as a detector,not only can spectralinformation be obtained,thereby improvingthe qualitativenatureof the
analysisas shownin Fig. 1, but quantitative
characterization
of the
mixtureis enhancedby the use of moreof the chemicalinformation
than was previouslyavailable.
There'smoreto the storythan that, however,We find that the multicomponentcapabilityallowsspectralisolationof specieswithout

processor. The processor minimizes the exposure of the
sample, using only as much as necessary.This is important
with photosensitive samples. In a one-second measuremenl
the total sample exposure is about 200 milliseconds, depending on the exact speed of the beam director. Thus the
total integrated flux on the sample is very small, We have
repetitively measured photoresist compounds for long
periods of time with no measurable degradation to the limit
8 Hewrerr-pncrARD
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Fig. 2. SpectraI plotsof each of the steriodsat eigfu pansper
million. Each is normahzedto a peak value of one to emphasize the spectralsimilarity.Theactual absorbancevalues
are close to one. ln the upper right is a printout of a direct
8450A analysisof the steroids tn the mixture, done without
separationat 2.667 partsper mtllion.
separationin a wide range of routinesituations.Fig, 2 showsthe
standardnormalizedspectraof the three steroidsat a concentratlon
of eightnanogramsper microliter.
A mixturecontaining2.667nanograms per microliterof each of the compoundsgives a composite
spectrumroughlythe same magnitude.The resultantspectralmulticomponent
analysisshouldgivea valueof 2 .667nglpl foreach.The
actual valuesobtainedare printed by the spectrophotometerin the
upperrighfhandcornerof Fig.2. Theenors,usingthe derivative
with
respectto wavelength,were 1.4"/",0.8%,and 0.6"/"for cortisone,
dexamethasone,and corticosterone,respectively.With this level of
accuracy,one can inferthatthe limitof analysisis in the regionof 20
picogramsper microliter,
or 20 partsper billionof one of the components,such as cortisone,in the presenceof the other two at the
originallevelof 2.667parts per million.
Beingable to analyzea simplemixturesuch as this directlyaffords
a significant
enhancement
in analysisspeed and productivity
01the
laboratoryinvolved.However,in very complex mixtures,or systems
wathout
evenminorspectralorthogonality,
LC separationpriorto full
spectralanalysiscan greatlyfacrlitate
rationalization
of difficultchemicalsystems.Becauseof the multibeamconfiguration
of the84504,a
flow-cellsamplepositioncan be maintained
for LC analysis,and the
otherthreesamplepositionscan be used in a multiplexmannerfor
general-purpose
analysisof srmplersituations.

of the statistics of the system, which is in the 10-a absorbance-unit range.
The input gain circuitry is also under processor control.
As the output of each detector diode is read out to the
analog-to-digital converter, the system sets up for
maximum precision by adjusting the input gain to a value
that is optimum for that diode.

InteractiveUserInterface
a sysTo makeit usefulin a wide rangeof applications,
tem must have an efficient. natural, and interactive uset
interface that helps the user get the desired results quickly
and easily. This is true whether the measurements to be
performed are general tasks of quality control that are repetitive in nature or esoteric manipulations of data to gain
understanding of a research problem.
The 8450A's dedicated keyboard is oriented toward the
types of measurement tasks to be performed. Keyboard
commands have sentence structure, with a subiect, verb,
and object. The EXECUTEkey serves as the period of the
sentence. Often the source or destination of information is
implicit, so the 8450A doesn't always require an explicit
statement of the operations to be done. AIso, since many
operations are repetitive, the user isn't required to repeat
inputs that don't change.
The main portion of the control system has been kept as
simple as possible for the casual user, and operations of a
more sophisticated nature remain in the background with a
number of default conditions. The user who wants to
change the default conditions certainly can do so, but additional background to program those changes with knowledge of their impact is important.
The CRT display above the keyboard is the primary feedback to the user, and serves as a sort of scratchpad to manipulate the data to the individual's liking. Once in the right
format on the screen,the data is output to a hardcopy device
in exactly that format. Of course, there are certain refinements. Spectrophotometric data has certain predictable aspects. For example, since the data is acquired digitally in
the 8450A, it is discontinuous, unlike the continuous data
gathered by a traditional analog system. Knowing something about the information resource, however, we can
apply an exact fit to the discontinuous data to fill in the gaps
with a nonlinear interpolation between points. If the user
prefers, a linear interpolation can be used.
Finally, the screen shows a short summary of the status of
the instrument. A long form is also available. As instruments become more complex. it becomes harder to ascer-

Fig. 5. Base/lneperformanceis an indication of the lower
limitsof detectability.Model 8450Ahassuperiorperformance,
withan rmsuncertaintvbetterthan3 x1 0 " absorbanceunits.
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Absorbance
Fig,6. B4S0Afracttonal
errorin absorbanceversustheactual
absorbancelevel. The hnear dynamic range for the optical
systernls 3.2 decades at the 27" uncertaintylevel. Chemical
dynamicrange is extendedto 4 absorbance unitsby microprogrammed calibratron.
tain their internal state of health. The 8450A was designed
with a full set of internal diagnostics that are executed at
turn-on and can be called up individually for diagnosis of
intermittent problems. These tests give the user confidence
that the system is in a good state of health.
Performance
With a heavily integrated instrument such as this, traditional performance parameters only tell part of the story,
but are a necessary starting point for the wide variety of new
applications seen for this technology. Baseline performance gives an indication of the level of detectability one
might expect for general low-level absorbers.This system
has superior performance, as shown in Fig. 5. With
an rms uncertainty better than 3x10-4 absorbance units
(A.U.), compounds such as pyrene, a compound suspected
of potent carcinogenic properties, can be detected to
the level of 3.5x10-e mol/I, or about 0.7 parts in 10e on
a weight-per-weight basis. By using broadband detection
techniques, an enhancement of sensitivity by an additional
factor of two should be attainable. This brings the probable
detection limit to better than 0.4 parts in 10e.
The real name of the game for UV/Visible spectrophotometry is the ability to quantitate unknown concentrations of species over a reasonabledynamic range. The
relationship between concentration and absorbance assumes high importance. As long as a linear assumption is
made for this relationship, the absolute linearity of the
photometric system becomes paramount. Fig. 6 shows a
plot of the fractional error in absorbance versus the actual
absorbance level. At low levels, while the uncertainty is
relatively fixed in absolute value, the numeric value of the
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absorbance is approaching zero, so the fractional error is
high. Even so, this level ofuncertainty for such a system is
very good. The next major feature is an increase in the
photometric error at the higher levels. While the low-level
error is based on statistical fluctuations in the data, it is the
systematic error caused by the stray light of the grating
spectrograph that limits the measurement at high levels.
This stray light becomes dominant as the sample absorbs a
significant portion of the light in a specific wavelength
region.
In an electronic sense, this is the systematic noise of the
system. Since the signal structure is highly variable, it is not
currently considered practical to compensate for it. Finally,
once the stray light becomes totally dominant, the signal
information is lost, and no amount of processing will retrieve it. As it is, the total linear dynamic range for the
optical system is 3.2 decadesat the two percent uncertainty
level. This is usually entirely adequate, since at the higher
concentration levels, a chemist often has the freedom to
dilute the sample to an acceptable range. Superficially, it
sounds good to increase the measurement range from 3 to 4
absorbance.Actually, a large technical effort in stray light
rejection is necessary to extend the intensity range by the
order of magnitude required. This means increased cost, yet
if the chemical dynamic range is considered to be from
-4
3 x 10 to 3 A.U., increasing it to 4 A.U. only increasesthe
chemical dynamic range by a little over 3olo,which hardly
seems cost-effective. However, by taking advantage of its
microcomputer and programmed methods calibration, the
8450A achieves an extension of its chemical range to about
4 A.U. inexpensively, without any costly effort in stray light
reiection.
At the low-level end, increasing sensitivity brings in a
large number of noninstrumental factors over which we
have little control. These are generally placed under the
label "solution noise." In practical terms, as the race to
increase photometric sensitivity heats up, the user will
have to be much more precise in the selection of solvents for
purity and in the treatment of the measurement containers
commonly used.
Baseline stability of a spectrophotometer with time is an
important factor when thg procedure involved does not
allow for restandardization of the optical system. Examples
of this are measurements of a chemical reaction as it proceeds, or in a flow analysis situation such as liquid chro-
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Fig, 7, Absorbance-versus-timeplot shows lhe 8450A's
low drift.
matography or process control streams. The 8450A system
design places the critical optical elements relatively close
to one another. Once control has been gained over the major
factors traditionally dominant in system instability, such as
beam balance and image stability of the lamps, then the
thermal expansion coefficients of the materials involved
begin to affect the time stability. Attention to the materials
used becomes important as well as the physical layout.
Since the major elements are close together, the dimensional changes are minimized and the 8450A has low drift
characteristics (see Fig. 7).

Conclusion
The HP 8450A Ultraviolet/Visible
Spectrophotometer
adds speed, accuracy, high-level processing, and interactive capability to the overall performance capacity of
photometric measurement. It allows the user to interact
with the measurement problem with an ease previously
impossible: to see,work with, and quantitate chemical relationships that formerly were considered impractical at best.
There exists a relationship between the perceived difficulty
and practicality of a given task and whether the answer to be
gained is worthy of the effort. Now, for the first time, the
person involved with photometric measurements can read-
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ily see the interrelationships of the various chromophores
present and easily determine whether sufficient chemical
information can be retrieved from the system to solve the
problem at hand. This kind of closed-loop, interactive relationship with the chemical problem allows a more creative

and productiveapproachto analysisthan was previously
possible.This meansthat the basicspeedand productivity
of photometric measurementscan be brought to bear on a
much wider rangeof problemsthan was thought possible
beforethis development.
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A Task-OrientedApproachto
Spectrophotometry
by Arthur Schleiferand BarryG. Willis
HE DESIGN of any keyboard-operatedinstrument
usually involves a tradeoff between simplicity
for the inexperiencedor casualuser and versatilitv
for more sophisticated users and measurements. The firmware control programs for the 8450A UV/Vis Spectrophotometer are designed to perform a wide range of operations
with the measurement complexity transparent to the user.
The natural language of the chemical environment has
been maintained to facilitate communication of measurement tasks from the user to the instrument.
The 8450A is designed to allow the user to get answers to
chemical problems rather than just generate photometric
data. Thus it represents a task-oriented approach to UV/Vis
spectrophotometry. The user enters the measurement procedure, specifies the data reduction and display parameters, and obtains answers in the desired format.

UserCommunication
It was a major goal of the 8450A design team to make the

human interface to the instrument as friendly as possible,
yet still retain the ability to do a variety of highly complex
tasks. A number of approaches were considered. A fully
instrument-oriented approach, with the various parameters
of the measurement setup entered one at a time, seemed too
restrictive and noncommunicative. A menu approach, with
a list of questions or options to be selected for the measurement task, seemed communicative but was too slow in
practice if only minor modifications were desired. The approach selected is user-oriented, with a sentence structure
input. This approach seemed most natural and versatile,
and is very fast for minor data modifications.
The command formats are designed to accomplish a basic
set of tasks:
1.. Data transfer and formatting
2 . Output of operational information (labels)
J.
Plotter or device parameter setuP
4 . Variance format control
5 . Interrogation of status
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Fig. 1. 8450A keyboard is arrangedsothatthe generalflowof a
command sequence is from the
upper left to the lower right.

6. Clearing from memory of standards, methods, or balance
7. Initiation of a method run
B. Pause during a method.
The general form of a command is as follows.

The calculation process entry can be as simple as the
absorbancevalue or somewhat more complex. An example
is the direct calculation of pH from the spectral measurement of a pH-sensitive dye:

[souncu][ro] [nnsrmarroNlsl]
fcar,curnuoNrnocuss]
PARAMETERS]
forsrlav
[nxrcuru]

MEAS (7.22 + 7.127* LOG (ABS 426'tO 440/ABSssa to 566))
EXECUTE

To make the entry of commands efficient, the keyboard
(Fig. r) is arranged so that the general flow of a command
keystroke sequence is from the upper left to the lower right of
the keyboard, terminating with the EXECUTEkey.
As keystrokes are entered, they are echoed on the CRT
screen (Fig. 2). Error checking occurs with each entry. If an
entry error is detected, the system moves a cursor to the
offending entry, beeps, and displays an explanation of the
error (Fig. 3). To correct errors, the cursor can be moved in
and out of the line and keystrokes inserted, deleted, or replaced.
There are two basic statement types: explicit and imperative. An example of the explicit entry of a command might
be:

This command line specifies that a measurement be made
and the average absorbancefrom 426 to 440 nm be divided
by the average absorbance from 554 to 566 nm. The
Iogarithm of this result is calculated and multiplied by the
value 1.121, and7.22 is added to the result. Statistical error
analysis is done automatically for each measured value and
each computed result. This flexibility in the command process allows the user to tailor the data processing to specific
applications.
In addition to single-line commands, the 8450A can store
several command lines as a method. When executing a
method, the 8450A sequentially steps through the stored
command lines, which may include audible and visual
prompting for the operator. This allows complex operations
to be executed with a single keystroke sequence.As many as
100 methods, each with up to 20 lines, can be stored.
Methods can also be edited and saved in memory or on

DISPI,A.YTO PLOT ABSORBANCEI 350 TO 7OOEXECUTE
In the imperative form, the source and destination are inferred without the use of the TO kev. An examole to oerform
the same operation is:
PLOT ABSORBANCEI 350 TO 7OOEXECUTE
This flexibility in the command format promotes a friendlier
interaction with the system.
Calculation process and display parameters are defaulted
to most likely values at turn-on and their most recent entries
are maintained until specifically modified. Therefore, the
example above could have been:
PLOT EXECUTE
The 8450A is largely a state-operated machine. This means
that operational definitions are set up and sequenced
through regardless ofthe keyboard entry order. Thus the user
can define an operation in essentially any order or level of
detail.
12 rewlert,pncKARD
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Fig,2. Keystrokesare echoed on the CRT

Fig.3, An entry error causes the system to beep and display
an explanation of the error.
cartridge tape for subsequent use.
Optical Measurements
The optical measurement data acquisition section of the
8450A operating system firmware controls the position of
the beam director, sets the gain of the photodiode array
preamplifier, reads the data, and performs the measurement
calculations. The data acquisition module consists of four
submodules that are coupled only by status flags and data
storage areas and do not jump to or call one another. Each
submodule is either called by other sections of the firmware
or executed when an interrupt occurs. The first submodule,
measurement initialization, is called at power-on to initialize status flags and parameters used by the other measurement submodules, and is not called or executed at any
other time.
The second submodule, measurement control, determines the sequence of data acquisition operations. The
diode array clocking circuitry sends a series of interrupts to
the system at 1O0-millisecond intervals, and this submodule determines the procedure to be executed when the
next series of diode array interrupts occurs.
The data acquisition module, the third submodule, is
entered when the diode arrays interrupt. Since each diode
has a gain value associatedwith it, the first operation is to
write the next gain value to be used by the hardware. Then a
value from the analog-to-digital converter is read and some
preliminary calculations are performed before storing the
results in a data buffer. These calculations can be any of five
different types, depending on the control information set
up by the measurement control module. After processing
the data from a single diode, control is returned to the
program that was interruPted.
The program execution time of the data acquisition submodule is extremely critical to the performance of the
8450A. When the diode arrays are interrupting to be serviced, the time between individual diode interrupts is only
125 microseconds. The calculations required, if done in
software, would take longer than the time between interrupts. To increase the speed of the calculations, a sixteenbit hardware multiplier is used. With the hardware multi-

plier, the calculationstakebetween60 and B0microseconds.
This still does not leave much time before the next interrupt
occurs. In addition, each time a diode array interrupts to
request service,the system must respond to the interrupt
and write the next gain value to the hardware within 62
microsecondsor an error condition will occur and the subsequent data will be invalid. These constraints made it
necessaryto develop an extremely efficient interrupt service procedure.
By keeping the external registerbaseof the MCS processor* set to the diode array registerbasewheneverthe interrupt system is on, the interrupt service routine savesthe
time necessaryto read the current registerbase,store it in a
memory location, and set up the required registerbase.The
priority encoding featureof the MC5 processorenablesthe
systemto selectthe appropriateserviceroutines within one
instruction after reading the externalinterrupt statusregister. The entire softwareoverheadfor an interrupt, including
saving the current statusto free an internal registerfor use
a n d s e l e c t i n gt h e s e r v i c e r o u t i n e , i s o n l y 1 0 ' 4 m i croseconds.To be sure that the diode array is completely
serviced, the intenupt system is turned off to assurethat
other interrupts do not interfere and causethe processing
This is allowablebeinterval to exceed125 microseconds.
priority of all interhighest
has
the
causethe diode array
rupts.
Measurement Calculations
The measurementcalculation routines, which are in the
fourth submodule, are an innovative feature of the new
UV/Vis spectrophotometer.Not only are the results calcuIated from the raw data, but the uncertainty or standard
deviationof the resultsis calculatedaswell. This is the first
commercially availableanalytical instrument that tells the
userhow much confidenceshould be placedin the resultsit
is reporting.
Eachdatapoint is madeup of a seriesof measurementsfor
which the averagevalue is computed. Instead of simply
summing the data, the system storesthe first value, then
sums the differencesbetweenthe first and subsequentvalues in another Iocation until the integration time is complete.The purposeof this is to acquirethe necessarysum
without the dangerof possibleoverflow conditions for long
integrationperiods.The equationfor the averagethen looks
like this:
n
1s
x : x1 +

r, zf
i:1

(xi-xtJ

At the sametime the sum of the squaresof the differencesis
storedfor the variancecalculation.We now have the sum of
the differencesand their squaresfor the varianceequation:

' :*={ ! r*,-*,r,
*t : o,-,.,,]'}
This is the basis for the calculations done on all data ac*The MCs processoris a s-voltversionol HP'ssilicon-on-sapphire
MC2(see reference1)
The registerbase of the MCs is an eight-bitregisterthat is used to keep track ot banksof
externalregistersduring input/outputoperations Externaldevices, such as the diode
banks.Onlyone of a possible256 banksmay
atrays,each haveone or moreeight-register
be accessedat any time, and the registerbase specifieswhich one
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quired, including sample, reference, and dark current measurements.
To initialize the entire measurement sequence at turn-on,
the beam director is commanded to find and verify the
presence and positions of the installed cube-corner reflectors. With this information available, and having verified
that there are at least two cube cornets present, the system
then adjusts the preamplifier gain value for each diode such
that the measured intensity is in an optimum range for the
analog-to-digital converter (ADC). After the turn-on sequence or a measurement sequence, while the system is
waiting for a command input, it takes a series of dark current measurements. With the beam director in resting dark
position and no signal light falling on the arrays, sixteen
frames of dark current information are integrated into a
sliding average. This average of the latest sixteen frames of
dark current signal is then subtracted from the sample/
reference measurements to reduce the contribution of the
dark current noise to the overall measurement uncertainty.
Most systems either require matched or very minimally
different sample and reference paths so that they can
achieve good common mode rejection and flat response as a
function of wavelength. In practice, this is impossible to
maintain. The 8450A achieves better performance by actually measuring and storing the degree of optical balance.
This balance information is updated on demand. The user
puts both the sample and reference paths into a reference
state, for example by installing two sample cells (cuvettes)
that both contain solvent. The keyboard sequence MEASURE
BALANCE EXECUTE causes the system to measure the two
paths and calculate the ratio between them. This ratio is
stored in a buffer for later use. The equation is
B : logroU
R_D
where B is the optical balance, S, is the sample path measurement with the sample path in a reference state, R is the
reference path measurement, and D is the dark current
measurement.
The error analysis is also carried out and stored as the
statistics of the balance. Usually, the balance is measured
for a period longer than the sample measurement to
minimize the impact of its uncertainty on subsequent absorbance measurements.

MeasurementSequence
The actual measurement sequence is determined by the
measurement control submodule from the parameters
specified in the user command. For a one-second measurement, the beam director starts from the resting dark position. It is commanded to move to the sample position, and
when the system verifies that it is there, the sample integration begins. When complete, the beam moves to the reference position, and after verification of a successful move,
the integration cycle for the reference path is initiated. After
the sample and reference measurements, the beam is returned to the dark position and one additional dark measurement is made for the 16-frame running average.
While new data is being acquired, the statistical information is calculated for the cycle just completed. When all the
14 rewLen-pecKARD
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measurements have been taken, the final calculations for
absorbance and statistics are initiated.

A=-los,offi-u
A fast table-lookup algorithm for the calculation of
logarithms with interpolation for the necessary precision is
used to attain the speed required to complete the calculations for all +Of wavelength values and their statistics
within one second.
This process provides the mean value for the absorbance
and the estimated variance about the mean value. To reduce
the amount of memory required to store both pieces of
information, a special two-word compressed number format was developed. The format allows for more than the
necessary precision in the absorbance range and sufficient
resolution for an accurate representation of the standard
deviation o.
Data Processing
Once the absorbance data from the measurement has been
calculated, the user may want to process the data further to
obtain the results in a format suitable for a particular application. This function processing can include wavelength or
time-dependent functions as well as functions resulting in a
single number. The function command can refer to absorbance, transmittance, or a mixture of measurement data and
arithmetic operations.
Before processing the data, the firmware performs a series
of checks for compatibility of the source of the data, the
function to be calculated, and the destination of the calcuIated results. After the function processing, any of several
post-function calculations may be specified. These include:
PEAK-FIND, SMOOTH, AVERAGE, ANd CONCENTRATION.
When a spectrum is displayed on the CRT, the cursor
arrows on the keyboard may be used to search the spectrum
for maxima. This can also be accomplished by use of the
PEAK-FIND function. Depending on the wavelength limits
and the signal-to-noise ratio of the data, PEAK-FIND will
locate up to thirty peaks or valleys in the spectral data and
provide a tabulation of these results.
The measurement of very small signals in the presence of
random measurement noise can be a problem. The ability to
smooth or filter the data is a key element in being able to
extract information from an otherwise unusable spectrum.
A Savitsky-Golay algorithm2 is employed in the 8450A, and
the number of data points for the SMOOTH function can be
specified by the user (from 5 to 25).
The AVERAGEfunction, as it implies, calculates the average of a specified range of data. It can be used to increase the
signal-to-noise ratio of a measurement: data from several
wavelengths can be averaged, effectively increasing spectral bandwidth, to provide data that is less sensitive to
instrument noise. When applied to the first time derivative,
the AVERAGEfunction provides the average rate of change
of time-dependent measurement data. This information can
be used in further kinetic calculations, such as activity
coefficients of enzymes.
A primary function of a UV/Vis spectrophotometer is the
determination of concentration, or how much of a particular solute is in a sample. 8450A concentration calculations

are all based on Beer's Law, which states that concentration
of a sample is proportional to its measured absorbance
value:
C:

KA

where C is the concentration of the sample, A is absorbance,
and K is a proportionality constant given by
K : l/(absorptivity x sample path length).
The concentration of a sample is usually measured relative to the measurement of a known concentration of a
prepared sample. Since the ratio of concentration to absorbance for the unknown sample and the standard are equal,
the concentration of the sample is calculated as follows:
AuxCs

cu:

A.

where C, is the concentration of the unknown sample,
A, is the absorbance of the unknown sample, C, is the
concentration of the known standard, and A, is the absorbance of the known standard.
This type of calculation is the traditional procedure for
calculating the concentration of a single solute in solution.
The command CONCENTRATIONo calls for this calculation,
but also allows the user to improve the precision of the
calculation by using several standards at different concentrations. Here the 84504 differs significantly from traditional instruments, using parameter estimation methods to
estimate the most likely straight-line fit when more than
one standard is specified.
In the real world of chemical spectrophotometry, there
are deviations from Beer's Law. These can be caused by
chemical interactions or by instrument nonlinearity at high
absorbance values. CONCENTRATION 1 through a specify
routines that allow the user to compensate for these deviations. Whereas CONCENTRATIONo specifies a straight-line
fit with an intercept through the origin (Beer's Law), CoNCENTRATION t allows for some fixed offset from the origin
by adding a term to the Beer's Law equation:
C: KrA * Ko
where Ko is the offset from the origin.
CONCENTRATION 2 corrects for nonlinearities but still
forces the intercept through the origin. The equation for this
routine is as follows:
C:KzA2+KrA
where K, is the second-order curvature.
Finally, CONCENTRATION3 provides correction for both
nonlinearity and a fixed offset from the origin by the following equation.
C:

K z A z+ K r A + K o

The K values in the above equations are estimated by an
algorithm that fits a line to the values from the standards.
This is actually a two-step procedure consisting of a first
pass that estimates the parameters (Iq,K1,K2) using an

ordinary least-squaresfit.3 Then, using the uncertainty of
t h e s t a n d a r d s ,a s e c o n d e s t i m a t i o n i s m a d e u s i n g a
maximum-likelihood method.3When the curve is fitted to
the values of the standards,the higher-accuracystandards
are weighted more heavily so they exert more influence on
the curve.The curve-fitting processcomputesthe estimates
of the K values and the errorsin the K values,and takesany
covariancebetween them into account.These estimatedK
values are then used with the measuredabsorbanceto calculate the concentration.The errors are also combined to
estimatethe uncertainty or confidencelevel of the concentration results.
The user can determine which concentration method
should be used for a particular seriesof standardswith the
(0 through g) procedure.STATUS
STATUSCONCENTRATION
doesthe calculationsfor the estimationof
CONCENTRATION
the K values and displays these values on the CRT. The
percent deviation from the calculated curve for each standard will also be displayed. The user can very quickly try
each concentrationprocedure to determine which has the
least deviation from the calculated calibration curve.
MulticomponentAnalysis
One of the limitations of conventional spectrophotometry is that a relatively pure samplehas alwaysbeen
needed to measureconcentration.This necessitatedadditional chemical preparation of the sample before the
analysis. The 84504 does not have this limitation.
Beer'sLaw, which saysthat absorbanceis proportional to
the concentration of sample in the light path, is also true
when there is more than one absorbingspeciesin the same
solution. The total absorbancecan be describedas follows:

A : b)

alCi

where A is absorbance,b is sample path length, ai is the
absorptivity of species i, and C1 is the concentration of
speciesi.
Two basic conditions must be met beforethe 8450A can
calculate the concentration of a multicomponent mixture.
One is that all of the absorbing speciesmust obey Beer's
law. The other is that all the components in the mixture
have beenidentified as standards.The procedurefor a multicomponent analysis is simple. First, a spectrum of a
known concentrationof each speciesis measured.The results are stored in the 8450A as standards (for example'
standardsL,2, and 3) along with their concentrations.A
mixture of these species can then be measured and the
concentration for each component calculated by simply
entering the keystroke sequence:
4, 1 TO 3 EXECUTE
MEASURECONCENTRATION
The calculatedresultswill be displayed on the CRTin a few
seconds.The 8450A performsthe calculationby finding the
proportions of eachstandardthat best match the unknown
spectrum over the entire data range specified by the user.
Traditionally, the concentrations for multicomponent
systemsare calculatedby solving a seriesof simultaneous
equationsequal to the number of componentsin the mixFEBRUARy
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ture. The user must carefully select the data points for the
analysis. In the 8450A, the user simply selects a data range
and the parameter estimation techniques weight the data
points proportionally to the variances of the standard and
the unknown measurements. Hence, where the precision of
the measurements is very good, the data will be weighted
more heavily than where the precision is poor. The B S0A
overdetermines the system (more data points than unknowns), and provides three additional pieces of information to inform the user about the peiformance of the multicomponent calculation. They are relative fit error, independence of standards, and relative standard deviation of
each component. The relative fit error is an indication of
how well the algorithm was able to fit the unknown measured curve to the sum of the standards generated by the
computer. An increasing relative fit error is an indication of
some form of analytical problem. The independence of
standards is a measure of the orthogonality of the specified
standards. As the individual standards become less and less
unique, the multicomponent algorithm has greater difficulty distinguishing between them. This can lead to errors
in quantitation of the individual components. Since all of
the computed uncertainties are carried through all of the
calculations for concentration, the relative standard deviation of each component can also be provided. These three
additional pieces of information help the user monitor the
performance of the multicomponent procedure. Traditional
multicomponent techniques do not provide this information, so analytical problems may go unnoticed.
AII of the concentration routines on the 84bOA work with
both wavelength-dependent and time-dependent (kinetic)
data. This provides the exciting capability of quantifying
components of a mixture of simultaneous kinetic reactions.

Information Display and PeripheralCommunication
The primary deviceforthe display of resultsand information is the CRT.The CRT display can show alphanumeric
information and up to two graphic plots simultaneously
(Fig.+). In addition,the user can communicatewith external devicesfor generatinga hard copy of results or saving
data and methods.Communicationwith a remote desktop computer or larger computer is also possible.Communication is establishedby connectingthese devicesto
either the HP-IB (compatiblewith IEEE 4BB-1s78)or the
RS-232Cconnectorson the rear panel of the instrument.
The CRTallows the userto manipulatethe dataand format
the results before sending the data to an external device.
This scratchpadaspectof the CRT display savestime and
material (paper,etc.).
A common form for the data is a spectrum,which is a
seriesof plotteddatapoints.Oncethe userhasspecifiedthe
display limits of the spectrum,the command pLoT EXECUTEcausesthe spectrum to be transferredfor hard copy.
Plottingcan be doneby any one of threeHP-IBplotters:the
HP 7225A X-Y Plotter, the HP 9872 X-Y Plotter, or the HP
7245A Plotter/Printer.When the PLOTEXECUTE
command
is executed,the firmware will determine which plotter is
connectedand use the appropriateprograms.The firmware
will also take careof the necessaryHP-IB protocol so that
the user requiresno intimate knowledge of the interface.
After the spectrumis plotted, the user can label the plot
16 nEwuerr-pecKARD
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Fig, 4. CRI can show two plots simultaneouslyalong with
alphanumericinformation.Data can be corrected and fomatted on the CRT before beinq sent to a hardcoDvdevice.
with the PLOT "..." command. When this command is executed, the user-entered string (in quotes) is printed at the
top of the plot and the axes are drawn and labeled. Additional enhancements to the plots can be made, such as
annotations of data points, interpolated or noninterpolated
plotting, pen color selection (9BzZ only), selection of seven
different line types, and other plot formats.
If a hard copy of alphanumeric data is required, the PRINT
command transfers the information from the CRT to a
printer. As with the PLOT command, the pRINT program
searches to find an HP-IB printer. If there is no HP-IB
printer, the program tries to print the information on a
plotter. The information can also be directed to the serial
interface when an RS-232C printer is available.
The HP 9875A Cartridge Tape Unit can be used to store
data generated by the 84504. It can also be used to store
programmed methods for use with the B4S0A.
Decision making, or an IF THEN statement, is not a capability of the 8450A, but can be accomplished through communication with a remote computer. The remote computer
can receive data through the RS-232C interface port
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port either in ASCII charactersor in the 8450A's internal
data format (two-word compressedformat). The remote
computer can also completely control the 84bOAby sending commandsvia the interface.This allows the computer
to make decisionsaboutfurther measurementsbasedon the
transferreddata.
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An OpticalSystemfor Full-spectrum
Measurements
by GeorgeW. Hopkinsand Alfred Schwartz
MEASUREMENT SYSTEM is only as good as the
basic transducer. In a modern spectrophotometer,
that transduceris an optical systemwith an electrooptical detector.
Design of an optical system for the 84S0A UV/Vis Spectrophotometer posed certain special problems, since conventional configurations did not provide adequatespeed
and quality. It was recognizedfrom the start that a serially
scannedmonochromator with mechanical drive would be
at least two orders of magnitude too slow at the scan rales

necessary to provide an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio.
The approach taken was to adopt newer technology, specifically photodiode arrays in combination with holographically recorded diffraction gratings. These gratings
use aberration compensation to image sharp spectra onto
the photodiode arrays. Other modern techniques, such as
servo systems for image positioning and replication* of
t Replication
is the processol transferring
theopticalformfroma precisionmastermirrorto a
relativelyinexpensivemachinedpart. A thin layerof epoxy cementis used to filt in ditfer
ences between the machjned part and the desired surface.
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exotic optical surfaces,are also used. The result is an instrument with highly desirable performance levels and
speedsthat were only dreamsfor the chemicalcommunity a
few months ago.

servomechanismthat controls the beam director shaft location by balancingsignalsfrom the two diodes (seepage24).
In the spectrographsection,Iight passingthrough the slit
strikes two holographically recorded diffraction gratings'
Thesegratingshavesemicircularboundarieswith a vertical
line of separation.They are formed on a common substrate,
The grating lines are tilted at 3.5 degreesto the vertical to
separatetheir spectra.A photodiode array is positioned at
the first-order spectrum of each grating. These arrays each
use 200 elements.One grating, the UV grating, covers 200
nm to 400 nm, and the other grating,the Vis grating, covers
400 nm to 800 nm.
Absorption filters are located over appropriate portions
of the diode arraysto eliminate signals from second-order
spectra.The negative-orderspectrastrike a blackenedsurfacebeneaththe arraysas a result of the tilted grating lines.
anglehorizontally
The gratingsubstrateis at a 0.7S-degree
with respectto the incoming beam to causethe zero-order
spectralline to strike a blackenedsurfaceto one side of the
slit.
Three windows protect portions of the optical system'
The first is located after the upper beam director mirror.
This is a long rectangular fused-silica piece similar to a
microscope slide. It is perpendicular to the beam at the
central samplecell position and is called the fencewindow.
The fence window and the field lens, which serves as a
secondwindow, isolatethe sampleareafrom the interior of
the instrument.A thin fused-silicadiscis locatedjust before
the final slit to permit sealing of the spectrograph.

Oplical System
The optical system, pictured in Fig. t, is divided into
three principal sections.In the source section, two light
sourcesare combined and focused on a source slit. In the
sample section, two confocal elliptical mirrors relay the
light from the sourceslit through the sample,which is at the
common focus of the ellipses, to a second (spectrograph)
slit. In the spectrographsection,the light from the spectrograph slit is diffracted into spectraby a holographic grating
and then detectedby diode arrays.
The first element in the source section is a 20W
tungsten-halogenlamp. Its filament is imaged through a
spectralflattening filter onto the aperture of a see-through
deuterium lamp. Two standard infinity-corrected achromats, used face-to-face,form the condenserlens.
The tungstenflux combineswith the deuterium flux, and
the deuterium-arc/tungsten-filamentimage is then reimsourceslit. A repliaged onto a 0.120-mm-by-0.600-mm
catedellipsoidwith the lamp at one focusand the slit at the
other focus servesas the condensermirror.
In the sample section the source slit is imaged into
the sample area by another replicated ellipsoid at 7.4
magnification.
Two flat mirrors on a common shaft move the light beam
to different samplepositions.The shaftrotatesabout an axis
perpendicular to the plane defined by the sample section
Measurement Cycle
ellipsoid foci. The shaft is under control of the computer
The 8450A Spectrophotometermakes relative measureand a servomechanism(seearticle, page 24).The shaft, its
As a preliminary step'
ments,as do all spectrophotometers.
mirrors, and the associatedmechanicaland electronicparts
a balance spectrum is taken, with identical sample cells
are called the beam director-the only moving part in the
containing solvent at the referenceand sample positions.
optomechanicalsystem.
The differences in counts between the two positions are
Light diverging from the common ellipsoid focus at the
stored.Thenthe cuvetteat the samplepositionis emptiedof
samplecell positionstrikesa field lens,which is locatedas
solvent and filled with the solution to be measured'The
closeas mechanicallyfeasibleto the sampleposition.This
beamis againsteeredbetweenthe two positionsand spectra
field lens imagesthe first samplesectionellipsoidonto the
are taken.The microcomputerthen calculatesa sample-tosecondsample section ellipsoid to reduce clear aperture referenceratio and correctsfor the balancespectrum and a
requirementsat the secondellipsoid and to increaseflux
dark current spectrum to determine the absorbancespecthrough the system.
trum of the sample.
During each measurementcycle, the microcomputer
form
mirrors
a
cube
corner
flat
mirrors.
The
Next arethree
steersthe beam director to an addresswhere it found a cube
whose diagonal intersectsthe beam director shaft midway
corner during startup. This placesthe beam onto the specbetweenthe centersof the two beam director mirrors. The
trograph slit. The beam director servo system locks the
cubecornerreturns the enteringbeamback along the direcbeamontothe slit and holds it therewithin threesecondsof
tion it entered.The returning beamlies parallel to the enterarc while the detector diodes integrate the signal and are
ing beam, but on the opposite side of the cube corner
readout. The computerthen steersthe beamdirectorto the
diagonal and equidistant from it. The vertex of the cube
next addressand the cycle is repeated.
corner is locatedat the proper distanceto allow the sample
areaimage to be focusedonto the spectrographslit when a
Design Philosophy
1.0-mmsample cell with aqueoussolution is in the beam.
Somechallengingengineeringproblemshad to be solved
After reflectionfrom the lower beam directormirror, light
makethe 8450A a reality. An optical systemwas required
slit
the
second
to
is focusedonto a 0.05-mm-by-0.500-mm by
that could provide dataat a rate that would complementthe
samplesectionellipsoid,which is identicalto the previous
one. A high-quality image of the 0.12O-mm-by-0.600-mm computing power available. This required invention and
substantialsubsequentdevelopmentwork, often in coopersourceslit is formed on top of the spectrographslit. The slit
jaws are chisel mirrors tilted at 15 degreesto direct light
ation with our vendors. The guiding principle was
maximum exploitation of state-of-the-arttechnology.
from the sidesof the imageonto photodiodeson eachside of
Our basic engineeringphilosophy was to provide custhe entering beam. These diodes provide a signal for the
18 uewlErr-plcKARDJoURNAL
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tomers with a reliable and easily repairable instrument.
Specific design objectives :
r The optical system would be integrated with other systems to obtain the performance and speed desired.
r Field adjustments in the optical system would be
minimized to simplify user maintenance and field repair.
Factory adjustments would be made as required to obtain
maximum performancemargins.
r Modularity would be achieved at the lowest possible
level to reduce repair costs and speed repairs.
r The system would be packaged for compactness,
ruggedness, and ease of external access bv the user.

DesignProblems
The source section must produce a spectrum of energy
from 200 to 800 nm without switching lamps during a
measurement. This requires combining of the beams from
two light sources and is accomplished with a see-through
ultraviolet lamp. Refractive elements cannot be used after
the ultraviolet source, so a replicated source (condenser)
mirror with an ellipsoidal surface is used to provide the
spatial and spectral uniformity required in the beam.
The relay optic must transfer an image of the source slit
into the sample and then onto the spectrograph slit so that
variations in the flux passing to the grating caused by anything other than absorbancein the sample are less than one
part in ten thousand. To achieve this, the beam director
must position the source slit image accurately on the spectrograph slit. If the beam image is highly uniform, an acceptably low variation in flux will be achieved at a less
accurate level of beam director repeatability. Analysis of
this problem required development of a theory to relate
performance (flux variation) to optical component quality
and alignment.l Once this theory was available, system
performance was analyzed at different levels of modularity,
starting at the component level. This process continued
until an acceptable compromise was achieved for the level
of field assembly replacement, the expense of making ad-

Holographi cally-Recorded
Diffraction Gratings
The holographicgrating in the B4S0ASpectrophotometeris produced by placinga photosensitive
coatingon an opticallypolished
sphericalsubstrate.
Thiscoatingis exposedby a stronglaserbeam
that is split in two and directed onto the coated substratefrom two
specificpoints.
Interference
fringesareformedin the space wherethe recombtned
beamsoverlap.Thebrightfringesexposethe photosensitive
coating,
and with development,
gratinggroovesform at the fringelocations.
Whenthe developedcoatingis givenan overcoating
of aluminum,a
gratingresults.A replication
diffraction
techniquesimilarto thatused
for the ellipsoidalcomponentsis used to produceless expensive
gratingsfrom holographically-recorded
mastergratings.
Aberratroncorrectionof the gratingsis a resultof properchoice of
the directionsand divergencepointsof the beamsfrom the laser.
Reference
1. "Handbookof Diffractlon
GratingsRutedand Hotographtc,"
Jobin,yvonDivison, lnslruments,S.A.

justments, and a suitable margin for residual misalignment
of components. The result is that most optical components
are factory adjusted to midlevel assemblies and are fixed in
place, insuring accurate and rugged alignment while still
permitting replacement of modules with moderate cost.
The spectrograph contains a diffraction grating with fine,
almost straight, almost parallel lines that diffract or disperse light at different angles depending on the wavelength
of the light. This grating also reimages the spectrograph slit,
which is the same size as individual diodes in the photodiode array, onto the diode array. Because of dispersion,
light of different wavelengths forms images of the slit on
distinct diodes. Two problems occurred in the design of the
spectrograph. The instrument covers two octaves, that is,
200 nm to 400 nm and 400 nm to 800 nm. If a single grating
were used, the spectra generated by light from 200 nm to
400 nm would overlap spectra generated by light from 400
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nm to 800 nm because a diffraction grating forms multiple
spectra. Second, aberration can be compensated at one
wavelength only and will increase with increasing difference of wavelength from the compensated wavelength.
Third, grating efficiency would decreaseto unacceptably
Iow levels if a single grating were used to cover two octaves.
These problems are solved by using two gratings on the
same substrate. One grating covers 200 nm to 400 nm and
the other covers 400 nm to 800 nm. Aberration can now be
corrected at two wavelengths (one for each grating), each
grating covers one octave only, and the gratings can be
tilted slightly so that the multiple spectra from one grating
will not overlap the main spectrum from the other grating.

Conclusion
Theopticalsystempermitsa full-spectrummeasurement
in one second and attains a performance level not found in
earlier instrumentation. The instrument particularly excels
in measurements at very low absorbance levels as a result of
its short measurement cycle (contributing to stability) and
the care used in design and assembly of the optical system.
Reference
1. G.W. Hopkins, R.G.Nordman,and B.G. Willis, "Optical and
OptomechanicalDesign of a High-Throughput UV/Visible Spectrophotometer," Proceedingsof the Society of Photo-Optical InstrumentationEngineers,"Volume 191, 1979,pp. 48-55.

Light Detectionand Measurementin a
Spectrophotometer
High-Performance
by Knud L. Knudsenand RobertW. Widmayer
HROUGH THE USE OF HIGH-TECHNOLOGYelectronic systems,a great deal of the cost and complexity of an optomechanicalmeasurementsystemcan
be eliminated. The 8450A Spectrophotometer achieves
performance levels that are unattainable for conventional
optomechanical systems. Integration of its electronics with
its optomechanical system makes this performance possible without sacrificing low cost or producibility. Also,
with its microcomputer and solid state memory, the 8450A
can adapt dynamically to disturbances that otherwise
would degrade system performance.
T h e e l e c t r o n i c si n t h e 8 4 5 0 A S p e c t r o p h o t o m e t e rm a y b e
divided into three subsections: the input section, where
incident light energy is translated to an electronic measure
understandable to the microprocessor system, the beam
director section, where the optical path is dynamically altered to serve multiple sample stations while guaranteeing
photoreproducibility, and the microprocessor control and
data system, where internal and external information is
manipulated to produce answers immediately useful to the
user. An overall block diagram of the electronics is shown
in Fig. 1. The input system is described in this article. The
beam director is described beginning on page 24, and the
processor description begins on page 29.
Input System
Instead of using a single broadband photodetector that is
mechanically scanned across the photo spectrum, the
8450A detects all elements of the spectrum simultaneously.
Its photodetector consists of two silicon integrated circuits
each containing2ll, photosensitive diodes and 21t storage
capacitors. The light to be detected is projected onto a
bi-zone holographic dispersion grating that separates the
1980
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light into its individual wavelength components' The reflections from the two halves of the grating are proiected
onto the photosensitive areas of the two detector arrays'
Although each photodiode in the array is a broadband detector, its fixed position in relation to the dispersion grating
defines the wavelength band of flux that strikes it' Thus the
intensity signal for each photodiode may be treated as a data
point in the frequency (wavelength) spectrum. 401 of these
points make up an intensity-versus-wavelength spectrum
of the incoming photo flux.
The photodiode array is an HP-manufactured PMOS*
integrated circuit that is over lzinch long. Each photosensitive diode in the array is 0.05 by 0.500 mm and has a
spectral response that extends well beyond the 200-tos0o-nm specification of the 8450A. An extensive research
program yielded a proprietary process for eliminating degradation of the integrated circuit caused by long-term exposure to ultraviolet light. This in conjunction with extended
temperature life tests results in an anticipated life greater
than five years. A photomicrograph of the photodiode anay
chip is shown in Fig. 2.
A functional block diagram of the diode array chip is
shown in Fig. 3. In parallel with each of the 211 photodiodes is a L0-picofarad storage capacitor. These diodecapacitor pairs are sequentially connected to a common
output signal line through individual MOSFET* switches.
When a FET switch is closed, the preamplifier connected to
-5 volts onto the
this signal line forces a potential of
capacitor-diode pair. When the FET switch is opened again
the current resulting from the light striking the photodiode
causesthe capacitor to discharge towards zero potential' A
, P M O S=
field-effect translstor
MOSFET= metal-oxide-semiconductor
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measure of quality for systems like this is the degree of
charge loss or leakage that occurs when there is no illumination. The diode arrays in the 84504 typically exhibit a
leakage current less than 0.1 picoampere. This error term
increases exponentially with temperature, but because the
initial leakage value is so low, there is no need to cool the
arrays to meet performance specifications at high ambient
temperatures.

Fag. 2. Photodiode array chip is a silicon integrated circuit
containing 211 photosensitlvediodes and 211 storage
capacitors.Two of these chipsare used to detect light at 401
wavelengths simultaneously.

\Sample
Cell

Fig. 1. 84504 Spectrophotometer
electronic block diagram.
Serial readout of the diode array is accomplished by
means of a digital shift register designed into the photodiode array chip. At the beginning of the output operation a
logic one is applied to the data input of the register during
the first transition of the clock lines. For all subsequent
clock periods a logic zero is applied to this input. This
causes the logic one to ripple its way through all 211 elements of the register enabling one diode-capacitor pair at a
time.
The signal lines from both photodiodes arrays are tied to
the input of the first amplifier, which is configured as a
low-noise charge integrator (seeFig.4). When a photodiode
is connected to the array output line as part of the serial
readout process, the voltage on that diode-capacitor pair is
forced to -5 volts, and charge lost since this diode was last
accessed is transferred to the integrator capacitor Q. This
results in a voltage proportional to light intensity at the
output of the integrator stage. This voltage is stored by the
sample-and-hold circuit and the integrator is reset, ready to
access the next diode.
The output of the integrator is fed to the input of the
programmable-gain amplifier, which attempts to scale the
maximum response of each diode to the ADC input voltage
range. This is necessary because the photocurrent generated in the diodes varies considerably over the spectrum,
primarily because of variations in the output of the lamps,
and efficient use of the ADC's resolution is necessary for
meeting the baseline accuracy specifications. During the
turn-on diagnostic, when the sample holders are clear of
absorbers,the instrument finds and stores the highest gain
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setting commensurate with operation within the ADC's
input range for each of Ihe 422 diodes. During subsequent
measurements the processor outputs the appropriate gain
code for each diode as the serial readout proceeds.
Noise Compensation
During the reset operation of the integrator, the closedIoop bandwidth of the integrator amplifier is increased
significantly. This increases the noise charge fluctuations
at the inverting input node of the amplifier. These fluctuations are due to the input voltage noise of the amplifier.
When the reset switch is opened, a "last" noise charge value

Fig.3. Functionalblock diagram
of the photodiodearray chip.

is present on the inverting input node and this random
charge appears in addition to the signal charge when the
diode is being evaluated. Also, the thermal noise in the reset
switch leaves a random noise charge on the integrator
capacitor when the reset switch is opened. This charge also
appears in addition to the signal charge at evaluation time.
The effectsof both of these noise mechanisms are reduced
by the analog subtraction circuit shown in Fig. 4. It consists
of a seriescapacitor C, and a switch that connects the output
end of C, to a fixed voltage. This switch is turned on just
after the integrator reset operation, but before the next
photodiode capacitor pair is connected to the integrator

Reset
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uv 02

Analog-to-Oigital
Converler Board
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Control
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Vis01

To
Microprocessor
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Fig.4, Photodiodearray readout syslem
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input. This causes the sum of the noise voltages from the
two noise mechanisms to be stored on C' thereby subtracting this term from the output signal.
This technique introduces two other noise terms. First is
the effect of the input noise voltage of the amplifier at the
time the analog subtraction switch is opened. At this time
the noise bandwidth of the integrator amplifier is much
smaller and therefore the noise term is smaller than it was
when the reset switch was opened. Second is the thermal
noise in the analog subtraction switch, which is a much
lower noise term than the integrator reset switch noise
because C, is significantly larger than C1.
Analog-to-Digital Converter
The most expensive and critical single component in the
signal path is the analog-to-digital converter (ADC). This
converts the analog signals at the sample-and-hold stage
into 14-bit digital words that are read by the microprocessor
system. Since the ADC price seems to increase exponentially with the number of bits converted, careful analysis
and experimentation were used to determine the necessary
converter resolution. An extensive numerical modeling of
noise mechanisms in the system pointed to a 1z-bit conversion. An experiment using a very high-quality 14-bit converter produced the results in Fig. 5, which experimentally
verify that ADC resolution beyond the 12-bit level will not
enhance the overall system noise performance. To ensure
adequate margin, a 13-bit converter resolution was deemed
necessary, and a survey of commercially available ADC
modules indicated that a 14-bit converter had to be purchased to guarantee 13-bit resolution over the operating
temperature range of the instrument.
Since the basic measurement of the 8450A is a ratio of two
measurements, each of which has had a noise floor subtracted, i.e., (S-N)/(R-N), the requirements on the ADC are
considerably eased. Any offset introduced by the ADC is
cancelled mathematically. Similarily, geometric or gain errors cancel out ofthe above expression. Thus the only ADC
error of significance is conversion nonlinearity. Nonlinearity was checked at the evaluation stage and is checked in
production by a Corcoran, Hornak, Skovl method, as illustrated in Fig. 6. The computer in Fig. 6 outputs a series of
14-bit codes representing ADC code transitions to be measured. The measured code transitions are then compared to
the theoretical locations of perfect code transitions and a
plot of the resulting error is made on the X-y plotter.
Each code transition is measured using the hardware

l2

13

'14

Resolution
ol ADC(Bits)
Fig, 5. Experlmentalresultsshowing that analog-to-digital
converterresolutionbeyond 12 bitsdoes not enhanceoverall
syslem nolse performance.
configuration of Fig. 6. For example, suppose the computer
puts out the binary representation of the number 5000. If the
output of the ADC is less than or equal to 5000 the digital
magnitude comparator forces an input to the analog integrator that causes its output to increase monotonically.
When the output of the ADC reaches 5001 the input to the
integrator reverses, causing the input voltage to the ADC to
ramp downward. When the ADC output code reaches 5000
the ramp is again directed upwards. Thus a closed loop is
created that causes the average voltage at the ADC input to
represent the code transition between 5000 and 5001. This
averageinput voltage is measured by an integrating voltmeter whose integration time is about 100 times greater than
the ADC conversion time. Nearly 5000 points are checked
and plotted to evaluate a high-quality ADC. Fortunately, an
automatic test system can do this in less than 10 minutes. A
plot for a defective ADC is shown in Fig. 7. Notice the
differential nonlinearity present.

Fig. 6. Analoglo-digital converter conversion nonlinearity test
systern.
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Fig. 7. Conversion nonlineailty of a defective analog-to'
digitat convertermeasured by the systemof Fig. 6. Nearly
5000 pointsare checked to evaluatean ADC.
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The8450Ainputsectionjustdescribed
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of resolution represents 2.28 femtoamperes (2.28x 10
Becausethis resolution is significantly less than the shot noise
of the detection diodes, this noise can be digitized, so that
several successive measurements can be averaged to further
enhance system signal-to-noise ratio and provide statistical
information about the measurements.
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Beam Director
Servo-Controlled
ProvidesMajor Benefits
by MarkP. Morgenthaler
and Lynn Weber
HE BEAM DIRECTORin the 8450A Spectrophotometeris an unusual systemcomponentfound in no
other instrument.It solvesmanv measurementand
manufacturing problems and simultaneously provides
maior user conveniences.In retrospect,it is difficult to
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determine which of these factors was the main impetus in
the evolution of this new component. It has, however,
become such an integral part of the 8450A system that it is
difficult to imagine how a spectrophotometer of this type
could be built without it.

Lighl Source

\.\

--@ \-

Beam
Directol
Mirrors

Slit Loop

Zero
Detector

Fig.1, fhe beam directorsystem
in the 84504 Spectrophotometer
moves the beam betweenthe referencepath and the four possible
sample paths. Two servo /oops
and an adaptive control loop help
position the beam precisely in
splte of various disturbances.

Beam
Position
Selection

The beam director servo system performs the same function as the mechanically positioned chopper mirrors in a
conventional spectrophotometer. In both systems, light is
directed along two different optical paths by the movement
of the mirrors. The two paths make it possible to measure
the sample relative to a reference, thereby eliminating measurement errors caused by source instability. One reason for
the beam director, therefore, is to provide a means for
switching between optical paths.
The reason for selecting a servo system instead of a
mechanical chopper system, however, comes from a more
fundamental concern. In a conventional spectrophotometer, placement of the sample cell does not directly affect
system performance. The beam from the light source is
spectrally filtered before passing through the sample cell.
Thus sample cell orientation does not affect the filtering
process. Detection in the conventional system is usually
done by a detector that has a relatively large aperture. With
a large-aperture detector, variations introduced into the
optical path by sample cell placement have little influence
on the detectedsignal.
In the 8450A, however, optical filtering is done after the
polychromatic beam has passed through the sample cell,
and detection is accomplished by an array of small-area
detectors. To assure accurate and repeatable wavelength
calibration, the diodes, the grating, and the slit ofthe 8450A
are mounted together in a single cast housing. This
technique provides greater accuracy in wavelength calibration than is possible in a conventional system, but makes it
necessary to assure that the beam incident on the spectrograph is aligned properly with the other optics in the instrument. In this type of system, small angular displacements of the sample cells will affect the optical path and
disturb the detected intensity distribution and therefore the
wavelength separation and detection functions.
Instead of requiring the user to work with an awkward
high-tolerance sample cell mechanism to avoid angular
displacements, the servo concept was devised. Thus, in a

manner transparent to the user, angular variations occurring in the sample cell area are automatically corrected.
This servomechanism is so sensitive that it can detect and
correct variations in the optical path caused by refraction of
the beam due to thermal gradients present in the air in a
laboratory environment. In this new form of spectrophotometer, the beam director is a necessary component
that assuresproper registration of the beam on the detector
slit and hence on the grating and detector diodes.
However, the beam director does more than provide a
dynamically corrected optical path. Once the electronically
controlled servo concept evolved, it was relatively easy to
give the user the option of multiple sample cells with little
additional expense. Also, manufacturing tolerances in
other parts of the instrument were relaxed, since the servo
corrects for certain misalignments. Thus the beam director
has become an integral component of the 8450A, providing
improvements in performance, manufacturability, and user
convenience.

DesignConcepts
Besides being interesting as a new system component,
the beam director incorporates three novel design concepts.
The first concept, the slit transducer in the slit servo loop,
makes it possible to position the beam very accurately in the
presence of large variations in light intensity without disturbing the loop gain. The second concept, the adaptive
control for the coarseservo loop, provides precision control
without expensive precision components.
The third concept, the position control system, provides
near optimal control without a tachometer. The functions of
these three elements are shown schematically in Fig. 1, the
beam director system block diagram.
Optically the beam director consists of two precision flat
front-surfaced mirrors mounted on a common shaft such
that the mirror surfaces are coplanar and on the shaft axis
(seeFig. 2). The shaft is rotated by an integral printed circuit
brushless dc motor, which requires power only while mov-
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Fig.2. Thetwo beam directormirrorsare precisronflat frontsurfaced mirrors mounted on a common shaft. The shaft is
rotated by a Uinted circuit brushlessdc motor.
ing. The stator is composed of four ceramic permanent
magnets bonded to two steel plates. The rotor is fabricated
as an eight-layer printed circuit board with a total of 64
turns. The beam director is positioned according to commands sent from the instrument's microcomputer.
The beam director is required to complete any movement
of the beam in less than 146 milliseconds and to settle to
within three seconds of arc of its final position in that time.
Three arc-secondsof shaft rotation representsa lateral beam
displacement of about 0.5 micrometre at the aperture of the
8450A detector.
Slit Servo Loop
Precise control of the beam position is the iob of the slit
loop shown in Fig. 1. To measure and correct for changes in
the optical path, monitoring of the beam position after the
beam has passed through the sample is mandatory. This
necessarily results in a servo loop that is closed by an
stit
Blades

optical path. The beam used to detect the optical path has to
be the same beam that is used to make the photometric
measurements, so the slit loop must be insensitive to the
enormous spectral and intensity variations introduced by
samples of various absorbances and compositions.
To accommodate these variations and achieve the req u i r e d p o s i t i o n i n g a c c u r a c y ,t h e s l i t s e r v o m e c h a n i s mu s e s
an unusual transducer that incorporates the spectrograph
e n t r a n c e s l i t ( s e e F i g . 3 ) . T h e s l i t t r a n s d u c e r c o n s i s t so f a
preamplifier and two large-areaphotodiodes located at the
s p e c t r o g r a p hs l i t . E a c h d i o d e i s m o u n t e d f a c i n g o n e o f t h e
spectrograph slit blades. The blade surfaces are polished
and coated in the same way as the other optical surfaces in
the instrument. Since the width of the beam is nominally
twice the width of the slit at the spectrograph, approximately one-half the total measurement beam is reflected
b a c k t o t h e t w o s l i t p h o t o d i o d e s .T h e s l i t p r e a m p l i f i e r c o m p a r e st h e o u t p u t s o f t h e t w o p h o t o d i o d e st o d e t e r m i n e t h e
r e l a t i v el i g h t l e v e l s o n e a c h s i d e o f t h e s l i t . I t t h e n o u t p u t s a
signal that representsthe position of the center of the beam
relative to the center of the slit.
With this balancing form of detector, large commonmode changes in the optical spectrum can be tolerated. This
type of detector always produces a proper balance regardless of spectral variations, but does cause the transducer
transfer function to vary with light intensity. To avoid the
r e s u l t a n t v a r i a t i o n si n l o o p g a i n , a l o g a r i t h m i c a m p l i f i e r i s
used for each diode, and the outputs of the two amplifiers
a r e s u b t r a c t e d ,m a k i n g t h e n e t o u t p u t o f t h e s l i t l o o p t r a n s ducer proportional to therotio rather than the difference of
the light intensities on the two diodes. The transducer
transfer function is not really linear, but over the smail
rangeof use that the systemoptics allow, the slope change
is imperceptible.The output is thereforeindependent of
total intensity. This type of transducer provides an extremely accurate position sensor capable of operating under
variations in beam intensity and spectral composition of
s e v e r a lo r d e r s o f m a g n i t u d e w h i l e m a i n t a i n i n g n e a r l y c o n stant accuracy and system loop gain.
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Fig.3. S/itiooptransducerusestwophotosensitivediodestodetectlightreflectedfromthesides
of the spectrographentranceslit.To centerthe beam on the slit,the systembalancesthe diode
currents.
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Fig. 4. Two s/ots bullt into the motor that turns the mirrol
shaftare part of the coarse servo transducer.
Coarse Servo and Adaptive Controller
The adaptive loop controller provides a means for decreasing the expense and increasing the reliability and serviceability of this servo system. To control beam movement
over the entire sample cell area, a coarse loop transducer
with a large angular range is used. The function of this
transducer is to provide a means of control during movements between sample cell positions. Once a new position
has been accessed,the slit transducer is used for final positioning of the beam, rather than the coarseloop transducer.
The slit detector transducer, as explained previously, is a
precise indicator of position. However, it provides position
information only over a very limited angular range. For the
slit transducer to perform the final positioning, the coarse
transducer must position the beam within the active range

of the slit. This range is very small. The total sample space
represents about 24 degrees ofbeam director shaft rotation,
but the slit transducer is usable over only about three minutes of arc centered on the centerline of each measurement
beam position.
Because the slit servo provides an absolute position reference, information is available to calibrate the coarse servo
transducer continuously. The two servos, along with the
instrument microcomputer, form an adaptive control system. This results in a considerable relaxation of the precision required of the coarse servo transducer.
The coarse servo uses a transducer built into the motor.
This transducer consists of an LED (light-emitting diode)
source mounted on the lower motor plate, a glass transducer window bonded over a hole in the rcitor board, and
two diode detectors with their associatedcircuitry (seeFig.
a). The glass window has two circumferential openings,
one of constant width and one that tapers. The LED illuminates each detector diode through one of the openings. The
beam director transducer circuit regulates the LED to a
constant intensity as perceived by one of the detector
diodes through the constant-width slot, and outputs a voltage proportional to the intensity of the LED as perceived by
the other detector diode through the tapered slot. This output is proportional to the angular position of the tapered
slot and hence the angular position of the shaft. The shape
of the tapered slot is carefully chosen to linearize the transducer output.
The microcomputer positions the motor by sending digital addresses to the beam director system. These are converted to an analog signal by an eleven-bit digital-to-analog
converter (DAC). This analog signal is then balanced by the
coarse transducer output.
The digital address of the beam position is stored in an
eleven-bit register. The three most significant bits, the
coarse address, represent one of the five possible beam
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positions. The least significant eight bits, representing the
fine address, are actually stored in an up-down counter.
When the system is using the slit servo, the coarse servo
loop is open, and the analog equivalent of the address is
compared to the coarse transducer output. Any imbalance
detected in this comparison causesthe up-down counter to
increment or decrement until the imbalance is corrected.
The updated output of the address register is then stored in
the microcomputer and used in subsequent moves.
In this way, the microcomputer monitors the position at
which the beam actually settles and recalibratesthe system
continuously, while it is in use. Deviations from absolute
stability and linearity can be compensated under processor
control, thereby eliminating the need for highly stable, accurate and expensive components. In addition, becausethe
microcomputer is an intimate part of the loop, information
is available that aids diagnosis of actual and potential
failure modes. This increases system reliability and
serviceability.
The microcomputer is also used to implement a search
algorithm that determines the active beam positions when
the 8450A is first turned on. For each of the five possible
beam addresses (one reference and four sample paths) the
beam director is swept through the fine addressesuntil the
slit preamplifier detects a signal at the slit diodes. The
adaptive control system is then used to determine the most
accurate address for each active beam position. This also
eliminates production calibration for the beam addresses.

PositionCommandSystem
Several conflicting requirements influenced the design
of the coarse servomechanism. Many similar electromechanical servos share the same performance-limiting
characteristic-a maximum possible acceleration based on
an input-current-limited magnetic structure. Maximum
performance for such a servo, meaning that the time required for any movement is as short as possible, occurs
when the system acceleratesat the maximum rate for half
the distance to be traveled and then decelerates at the
maximum rate to the destination. This kind of control is
typically achieved by generating the corresponding linear
velocity ramps and forcing the moving structure's velocity
to match these ramps by comparing the ramps in a servo
loop to the output of a tachometer (velocity transducer)
attached to the moving structure.
The 8450A beam director had little room for a tachometer. Therefore, the servomechanism was designed to control
acceleration by following a position command waveform
rather than a velocity command waveform. The position
command is generatedby two series integrators (seeFig. 5).
The input to the first integrator is a constant current of
either polarity that represents constant acceleration in
either direction. The output of the first integrator is typically a triangular waveform that represents the velocity
profile and the output of the second integrator is the desired
position-versus-time waveform. The integrator time constants are just slightly longer than the time constant (the
rigid body dynamic mode) of the moving structure. This
leaves some cunent margin available to assure that control
of the motor is maintained at all times.
The integrator output always starts at zero volts, but the
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desired position command must end at zero volts, indicating no difference between the desired position and the
actual position. An initial offset is required that represents
the displacement of the destination address from the starting address. A sample-and-hold circuit is used to store the
output of the DAC for the starting address and then the DAC
output for the destination address is subtracted to offset the
integrator output.
The generated position command is used until the shaft
gets to within about one minute of arc of its destination and
then the servo is left to settle. If the move is to an address
where the slit transducer detects a signal returning from the
optical path the slit servo is then enabled and the motor and
shaft are allowed to settle to the final Dosition.
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A Microcomputer
Systemfor
Spectrophotometric
DataProcessing
by Glenn C. Steiner
HE REQUIREMENTSof the high-speed,user-oriented
84504 Spectrophotometermade it mandatory that
a powerful computer be built in to handle the large
amount of data generated during spectrum measurements.
The data had to be acquired, processed, and then handed
to the operator in an understandable format. User interaction with the instrument had to be handled in such a manner as to make the 84504 a "friendly" machine. This powerful computer had to be reasonably priced and fit in a space
not much larger than a breadbox.
Fig. 1 is the block diagram of the controller that was designed to meet these requirements.

SOSProcessor
In a typical one-second measurement over 2000 data

items are acquired for processing. At least 100 operations
are applied to each item, giving 200,000 sixteen-bit operations that have to be done in less than a second. During the
initial phases ofthe 8450A project, nothing short of a large
minicomputer could process this much data. However,
HP's state-of-the-art silicon-on-sapphire (SOS) processl
came on-line during the project and produced a microprocessor system with the computing power of a minicomputer. The MCS processor is an SOS part with TTLcompatible inputs and outputs. It can execute a typical
instruction in about 1.5 microseconds.
The MC5 was designed as a fast microcontroller chip and
does not have powerful arithmetic capabilities. Therefore,
an external sixteen-bit multiplier was designed to handle
the 20,000 multiplications required every second. This
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Flg. 1. Controller of the 84504 Spectrophotometeris a powerful computer that processes the
large amount of data generated during measurementsand presentsresu/tsto the operatorin an
understandable form. It also makes the 8450A a "friendlv" machine to oDerate.
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multiplier can multiply two signed or unsigned sixteen-bit
numbers and produce a 32-bit result in 1.6 microseconds.
The multiplier is used for all multiplications, squaring, Ieft
shifts, and transcendental functions.
A Iarge amount of preprogrammed code was required to
give the 8450A its personality (see article, page 11). A total
of 57,344 bytes of code is stored in 14 read-only memories
IROMs). To accommodate different manufacturers, the
ROM support circuitry accepts ROMs from several different
suppliers and allows ROM speeds to be intermixed.
To store the large amounts of data acquired during a
spectral reading, the 8450A is supplied with 32,768 bytes of
random-access memory (RAM), enough to store seven
complete spectra. With the optional 32,768 additional bytes
of RAM, twenty-five complete spectra many be stored. The
need for a large, fast, Iow-cost RAM made for a very interesting design challenge. To keep the cost, volume, and power
consumption to a minimum, 16K-bit dynamic memories
were chosen. However, dynamic memories require refreshing, multiplexing of addresses, and arbitration of refresh
and processor accessesto the RAM. What had to be designed was a "black box" between the processor and the
RAM. The box had to refresh the RAMs so data would not be
lost, while allowing the processor to accessthe RAMs without having to wait for the completion of a refresh operation.
Of course,the cost of the control circuitry had to be kept to a
minimum. To solve all these problems, a synchronous
state-machine controller was designed. A bipolar PROM
(programmable read-only memory) is used to control the
status of the black box and its outputs (Fig. 2). Latches and a
2O-MHz clock maintain outputs and synchronize the logic.
The result is a low-cost dynamic memory controller that
allows fast accessto the RAMs with hidden refresh oDerations.

Input/OutputInterlaces
In any data acquisition system it is important to have a
means by which data can be recorded on a mass storage
signals to Processor, Dynamic
RAMs and Address Multiplexer
Oata Ready for Processor (MEND)
Refresh Enable (BEFENAB)
Multiplex Row Enable (RowENAB)
Column Address Select (cAs)
RoYvAddress Seleci (RAs)
20-MHz
Clock

RAM Request (RAMFEo)
Befresh Request (REFREo)
Next State Address Lines

Fig, 2. Dynamic memory controller is a synchronous slale
machine that refreshesthe dynamic memories while allowing
fhe processorto access the memorieswithoutdelay.
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Fig. 3. Ihe 8450A's CRf scans verticallytnsteadof horizontally as do most raster-scanCRTs.
device for later use or on a hardcopy device for human
inspection. Other input/output operations that were desired
for the 8450A included: communication with other serial
devices, relay control of valves, pumps, and samplers, and
remote control by a desktop computer or larger computer.
To achieve these goals, two industry-standard communications interfaces were included in the 8450A. The first, a
serial RS-232C interface, allows data and programs to be
sent back and forth beween the spectrophotometer and
many common modems and computers. The information
may also be sent to standard RS-232C-compatible printers
for data and program documentation.
The second interface is the HP-IB. This bit-parallel interface is Hewlett-Packard's implementation of the IEEE 4BB1978 communications standard. Through the HP-IB one
may easily record and retrieve data and methods on the HP
9875A Cartridge Tape Unit. Measured or calculated results
may be neatly plotted or printed and labeled on any of three
different HP plotters. An HP-IB printer may be used to print
the results. HP's SOS process has also made it possible to
design a powerful HP-lB controller chip, the PHI.2This part
contains over 8000 transistors. It allowed us to design an
HP-IB interface with five integrated circuits, whereas previous desi.gnsrequired up to sixty chips. As a smart controller, the PHI also helps reduce the work required of the MC5
processor when communication is done over the HP-IB.
User Interface
The ways in which a person would interact with the
8450A were thought out with user convenience in mind.
For input, a functional keyboard was chosen over the standard typewriter format. This was done to aid the operator in
command selection. A flat, sealed keyboard was chosen for
its resistance to spilled chemicals. To reduce the processor
workload, external circuits were provided to scan the
keyboard and interrupt the processor when a keystroke is
detected. A speaker provides audible feedback with clicks
for each keystroke and beeps for error conditions.
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A five-inch-diagonal CRT was chosen over a single-line
display or printer. The CRT can display up to 16 lines of 32
characters each and two plots of ZSO points each. This
display gives the user an easy and fast means by which
results can be displayed, formatted, redisplayed and then
plotted or printed. The days of lost peaks on plots becauseof
poor scaling choices are gone forever.
The CRT used in the 8450A is unusual in that it scans
vertically instead of using the conventional horizontal scan
(Fig. 3). This scheme was chosen to aid in the display of
plots. During a single display there are 256 vertical scans of
the electron beam, with each scan broken into 256 dot
positions. Two 256-by-S-bit RAM Iocations are set aside for
plot data. When a point is to be plotted, its X value is used to
locate RAM location X and its Y value is placed in that
Iocation. Later, when the CRT is doing a vertical scan in
column X, the Y value in RAM location X is retrieved. This
Y value is compared to the dot clock count, and when they
match a point is displayed. This is a very cost-effective
solution compared to systems that have a RAM location for
every point on the screen (requires BK bytes) or those that
use costly associative memories.
Reliability and Service
For reliability, many unseen features are implemented in
the processing system design. A TTL sixteen-bit microprocessor bus was defined for communication between
boards. To reduce failures caused by static discharge, all
CMOS parts are buffered from the bus by TTL gates.Boards
are designed to place not more than two low-power
Schottky loads on bus lines. Thus gates are never loaded
above fifty percent of capacity. All external signals flow
through the motherboard to the processing system boards.
This greatly reduces stress on ribbon connectors and enhances reliability. Alignment pins at the motherboard prevent cards from being installed in the wrong slots or backwards. Finally, during the design phases, all boards are
tested for reliable operation from -10 to +80'C, a range

Glenn C. Steiner
GlennSteinerjoinedHP in 1977to design the microprocessorsystemfor the
8450A Spectrophotometer.
Born in
SantaMonica,California,
he holdsBS
and MS degreesin electricalengineering and computersciencefromthe Universityof Californiaat Santa Barbara
and Berkeley,respectively.He's a
memberof the IEEEand the IEEE
ComputerSociety,and lives in Palo
Alto, California.Glenn'sfavoritepastime is dancing,be it folk,square,or
ballroom.He's also putting togethera
home computer systemand enioys
photographyand skiing.

much wider than the instrument's specification.
To verify proper system operation and to aid service
personnel in locating problems, a series of diagnostics were
included to verify hardware operation. They are run at
turn-on. First core parts are tested, and then the core is
expanded and tested.Diagnostics start with testing the MC5
processor and expand by testing the ROM, RAM, multiplier,I/O, lamps, beam director, and finally the diode arrays
and analog electronics. Once the 8450A is on, any of these
diagnostics may be run individually, and other more comprehensive tests not done at turn-on, such as CRT or
keyboard diagnostics, may be run. These tests locate a probIem to a single board and greatly reduce the time spent in
locating a problem.
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How the Model 8450A Was Developed
by RichardE. Monnier
UVlVisR&D Manaoer

Some of our best productsare developedwhen an existingneed can suddenlybe filled
Thisis particularly
becauseof developing
technologies.
truewhena combination
of developing technologiescan be broughltogether,each makingthe other more usefulin the new
product.Much ol the contribution
in the new 84504Spectrophotometer
designrelatesto the
way the developingtechnologiesof holographicditfractiongratings,asphericreplicated
optics,diode array photodetectors,
and microprocessor
controlsystemscouldbe blended
inlo a productto fill a need in a way not beforepossible.
Althoughrelativelyobviousnow, the path was nol clear alongthe way, especiallyin the
The workon the spectrophotometer
beginning.
wasstartedin HewletfPackardLaboralories.
BarryWillishadjoinedHP hopingto helpdevelopa capability
in opticalmethodsof measurement.Barrydeservesspecialmentionhere becausehis expertise,enthusiasm,
and persistence have contributedimmeasurably
to the wholeeffortfrom beginningto end.
l\i4uch
of the earlyworkin HP Laboratories
was exploratory.
Duringlhese firstyearsmany

possibleideasand alternatives
wereexploredand manyabandoned.
The etfortgrewas new
involved.
ideasheldpromise,and new peoplewitha particular
expertisebecametemporarily
Then the effortwould,for some people,becomepart-timeagain.There were many who
contributedduringthis time,loo many to give propercreditto all.
The etlortbeganwith a proposallor the basicopticaland pertormance
conceptsby Barry
Willisand by Bob Chaney,who hadthe earlymanagement
reponsibility
lor the project.Ooug
Smith worked on the early attempts to get a satisfactorydiode array detector. Mike Kelly
participated
in the early investigation
of alternatives.
The investigatory
etlort reallystartedto be seriouslypursuedwhen a key element,an
grating,becameavailable.Conventional
gralingshad too
aberration-corrected
holographic
ghostimagery,and aberrationtor use in the kindof spectrograph
required
muchslray-light,
for a systemwitharraydetectors.
The opticsdesignwas spearheaded
by ChuckBryson,who
contributed
in mosl opticalareasbut particularly
in the designof the spectrograph
that is so
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criticalto the overall performanceol the system. Fred Schwartzcontributedto the design of
lhe overallopticsand the illuminationoptics. lt was Fredwho recognizedthe advantagesof a
confocalellipsesystem and developedil for use in the 8450A.John Oukescontributedto the
optical system in developingthe beam direclor positioningconcepts and in recognizingihe
role of the cube corners in a practical beam direclor sysiem.
As lhe work started coming together in lhe form of a first breadboardsystem, the efiort
demonstraledprogressand many more people becameinvolved.A good deal of work was
necessafyin the detectorsyslem-.Knud Knudsenwas responsiblefor the electronicdesignot
the low-noiseinputamplifierand signalprocessingsystem.Bill Mordan,Hap Hornand Bud
Cristal contributedfor a time in this area as well. Arpad Barna helped with a number of
theoretical investigationsol problem areas, since there were many fundamentaldesign
considerationsduring this period.
The tirst breadboardwas a good start, bul a new breadboardwas neededto incorporate
new ideas and more of the overallsystem. Bruce Ruffjoined the optics etfortto helpwith the
opticalcomponentselectionand evaluationof the opticalperformanceof lhe system. Mark
Morgenthalerdid furtherdevelopmentol lhe beam directorconcepl and designedthe related
circuitrylor the second breadboard.
The concepts that define the operation of the microcomputerare incorporatedin the
firmware operating system. This whole area was explored, debated, and defined by a
fortunatecombinationoftalentedchemistsand softwarepeople.Aslhesystem was designed
il was programmedin a computer/discsyslem thal simulatedthe microcomputerand was
used to operatelhe secondbreadboard.Kathy Pottercontributedsigniticantlyto the system
through her soltware expertise and in writing the PABSER routine. Norton Bell, wilh his
softwale backgroundand logicalapproach, helped Kathy disciplinethe chemistsand wrote
the XCUTEH routineas well as much more later on in the developmenlettort. Paul Dryden
helpedwith the chemistryand wrotethe EXEC and MEASUREroulines.
Art Schleifer,who helpedthe others see the systemthroughthe eyes ol the chemisvuser,
wrote l/O routinesand helpedwilh the evaluationand selectionof peripherals.Ray Bell,also a
chemist,wrote the outputformatroutinesand methods,and eventuallyassumedresponsibility for thse porlionswritten earlier by Kathy and Paul. Barry Willis contributedmany ol the
concepts and tied the whole sottware/applicationseffort together.
The microcomputerwas defined during this period with the guidance ol Avner Ben Dor.
Belatedwas the work done by Andrew Sletanskion the fast multiplierto achieveadequate
computationalspeed.Andrewalso was responsiblefor work on the multicomponentanalysis
andfor lhe CRTdisplay.JohnLazierhelpedimmeasurably
in the buildingol lhe breadboard
and the design of allthe littlepiecesnsessaryto put togethera working system.Mike Farrell
designedand built the keyboardand power supplies.
The mechanicaldesignof the spectrophotometerwas a major effort.ClarenceStudleydid
much of the toleranceanalysisand the mechanicaldesign ot the syslem and some of lhe
partsotthe
opticalpartssuchas thecubecorners.GeorgeDrennandesignedthe mechanical
beamdirector,the diodearraypackage,and the slits.Jim Haynesdesignedsomeol the test
lixlures and mtrhanical aspectsof the sample area. Bob Hirschjoined the projectlor a short
time to help with the mechanicaldesignas well as toolingand manufacturing
concepts.
It had earlier become clear lhal a major contributionhad to be made in the diode array
delector.Low noise, stability,and sensitivityhad to be markedlybetter if a practicalsystem
was to be achieved.The IntegratedCircuit Laboratoryof HP laboratorieswas readyto help.
There have been many people in ICL involved in this successfuleftort. Ted Kamins was
responsiblefor the arraydesignand processdevelopment,assistedby GodfreyFong.Dancy
Girol did the array layout.
The project went through a major transition when, basic leasibilatydemonstraled,the
majority of the developmenl etfort was transferredto the Scientific InstrumentsDivision.
Some of the HP Laboratoriespeople went on to ditferenttasks, some continuedto work in
relatedinvestigations,and some lransferredwith the projecl. Some ol the above menlioned

people were SIO developmentpeople who were temporarilyassigned to HPL and moved
back with the transferto pfovidegood continuity.Two such mechanicalengineerswere Bob
Nordmanand Gens Wong. Bob has done an extraordinaryjob in the mechanicaldesagnot
many of the oplical structures such as the spectrograph,the lamphouse, and the basic
mechanical/opticalstructureof the system. Gene Wong has done most of the work on the
mechanicalpackagingand has been heavily involved in the transfer to production.
In the two years sincethe translerthe developmentefforthas gone throughthe normalHP
productdevelopmentcycle of lab prototypes,productionprototypes,pilot run, environmental
and reliabilitytesting,and finallythe transterlo manufacturing.Duringthis periodthe project
responsibilityfor the chemistry/tirmware/optics
has been ably handledby Barry Willis. Herb
Stickeljoinedthe grouplo take projectresponsibiityfor the mechanicaland electricaldesign.
product
Herbdid a fine lob of focusinglhe
developmentetfortand broughlhis longexperience
in makinga successfultransitiontrom the R&D lab to production.GeorgeHopkinsioinedthe
projeclto takeon the responsibilityfor completingthe opticsdesign.His carefulanalysisof lhe
system and contributionsto the optics design and developmenlhave been major lactors in
achievinga high-perlormanceand producibleopticalsystem.HarryWu alsojoinedtheproject
atter it was lransferredto SlD. He has made importantcontributionsin opticalcomponents
and in the evalualionof the 84504 in new applicationssuch as semiconductorprocessing.
Lynn Weber did lurther developmentwork on the beam directorelectronics,designedthe
powersupplies,and developedthe overallelectricalarchitectureof the syslem.GlennSteiner
accomplishedlhe mairr task of completingthe design of the microcomputerincludingthe
microprocessor,memory, multiplier,and inpuvoutput.Bob Widmayercompletedthe design
work on all the signal processing circuitry and gol all the component parts of the signal
processingsystemworkingtogetherproperly.He also took over work on the CRT displayand
keyboard,which was handled for a short time by Jim Maples.Joel Harrisondid a computer
study of the vibrationalpropertiesof the beam director shatt.
A very important part of the design of any HP product is the industrial design. The
requirementsof the spectrophotometerwere unusualand lhe specialdemands imposedby
operatingreliablyand convenientlyin the harsh environmenttypicalol chemicalapplications
and laboratoriesdictateda new cabinetdesign. lt would operatewith and alongsidea variety
ol other HP products.Al Inhelder'scorporateindustrialdesigngroup contributedall alongthe
way. Duringthe HPL period Ed Salterconsultedon on the early designs.Followingthe
transferto SIDTed Benteriadid the industrial
designso evidenlin the finalproducland many
of the accessoryitems.
As the producl approachedproductiona whole new hosl of people became involvedand
I can only namesome:DaveGunn in the modelshop,GladysKlickand Marge
contributed.
Dodd in printedcifcuitdesign,Chet Haibeland John Ertelin productionenginering, Bill
Krusein cosl accounting,
Stu Hansonon the operatingmanual,AliceDooleyin purchasing,
and MartyHoldernessin service.FrankBunya,LarryThompsonand Jerry Rectorhelpedwith
the successful lransler to manufacturing.Lynda Ratclitl helped prepare a mountain of
includingthis Journal.
documentation
Finally,somementionofthe management
attentionthisprogramreceivedis in order.To us
on theprojectit seemedthatwe hadtheeyeandinlerestofagoodmanycorporatemanagers.
in shapingthisproductintothe finetechnical
Theirinpulsand questionshelpedconsiderably
that it is. Specialmenlionshouldgo to BarneyOliverand to
and measurement
contribution
Paul Stotttortheir patienceand visionduringthoseearlyuncertainyears,and to lvan Crockett
lor gettingthe programout of the investigativephaseand movingtowardlhe developmentol a
real Droduct.
The 8450ASpectophotometer
happenedbecauseofthe contributions
of a largenumberof
people.The resultis a very significant
capability
and
slep forwardin chemicalmeasuremenl
we havefeltaboutwhatthe8450Acando is nowvisiblein thosewhohavehad
the excitement
ihe opportunityto use it.
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